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2 . 3

Dear Sirs,
 
Whatever your requirements might be, we have the right table 
for you. As you browse through our catalogue, you will notice the 
variety and diversity of our programme: folding tables, central 
column tables, 4-legged tables, wooden tables or standing 
tables; tables for large venues, cafeterias or the office – we have 
a suitable table for every requirement and task as well as every 
area of application.

We pay particular attention to ensure the highest level of quality 
combined with outstanding functionality and exquisite design. 
Sophisticated detail solutions and intelligent accessories make 
working more pleasant. Flexibility is another important focus.  
A case in point: various table top sizes and shapes featuring  
a variety of edges and surfaces can be flexibly combined with the 
various table series frames. So that you as the user will have the 
greatest possible individual benefit and more time for what’s 
important to you.

Additionally, we recommend our current price list for getting an 
overview of all the versions and for more detailed information.

Wishing you lots of fun discovering our table variety.

Sincerely yours

Helena, Rolf, Dr. Marc, Philip and Tina Brunner
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Folding tables
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9770

A-Table 9770/0 . A-Chair 9702

Folding tables . A-Table

A-Table 
Design: jehs+laub

Content



9770/0 
160 × 80 |180 × 90 cm  
200 × 100 cm

9770/7
280 × 120 cm

8 . 9

Delicate and in Perfect Shape.
 
Even at first sight, the A-Table shows true class, thanks  
to its unobstrusive, modern formal language. It makes  
a clear statement for discerning taste and style in any 
seminar or training room. At the same time, the delicate 
lines cleverly hide its functional complexity. For what  
you really don’t see at first glance is that the A-Table is a 
folding table, easy to operate, and stackable. When set  
up, the frame is flush with the table top side, providing  
more legroom and a more appealing look – when any 
two tables are placed in a row, their legs seem to merge. 
On request the A-Table is also available as conference 
table with in-set table legs.

The bevelled lightweight table  
top and the frame with its 
spherical and crowned tapered 
legs perfectly match the A-Chair 
silhouette.

Folding tables . A-Table
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9770
V-shaped table legs, die-cast 
aluminium, polished, foldable.  
With lightweight board, HPL  
table top surface, oak or American 
walnut veneer. New CRKL edge  
at the long sides. Optional: table  
legs coated lava, stone, ice,  
or clay, matching the available  
chair shells



Folding tables . A-Table

A-Table folding mechanism 
· Low-noise 
· Maintenance- and wear-free 
· Integrated failover of table legs

An Unbeatable Team.
 
Not only when placed in rows, but also as an individual 
ensemble, A-Table and A-Chair show that they are just 
made for each other. The table frame repeats the A of the 
chair frame. And like the A-Chair, the table legs are made 
of die-cast aluminium, turned spherical and tapered. This 
not only combines lightweight crowned construction 
with maximum stability, but also creates a harmonious 
unity of table and chair.

The newly developed stacking 
buffers only unfold under the 
shifting weight during stacking. 
Otherwise, they are tilted flat 
underneath the table top without 
interfering with leg room at all.

Content



A-Table 9770/0 . A-Chair 9708/A

10 . 11Folding tables . A-Table
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2910 2955 2956

basic 2955/0 . hero 4604-60

Folding tables . basic

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

basic 
Design: Roland Schmidt Design

Content



2910/0 . 2955/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 170 | 180 × 60 | 70 | 80 | 90 cm
200 × 60 | 70 | 80 cm
2956
120 | 140 | 180 × 40 | 70 cm

2910/1 . 2955/1
ø 125 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 180 cm

2910/2 . 2955/2
140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° 
160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

2910/5 . 2955/5
ø 140 | 160 cm

2910/0 2956/9

12 . 13

Attractive design, stable and sturdy –  
the latest generation of folding tables.
 
basic is equipped with the new STS stability system.  
The folding mechanism with diagonal bar and 3-point 
mounting ensures maximum stability and sturdiness.  
The mechanism works as quietly as you have come  
to expect, is non-wearing and does not require  
maintenance. The integrated safety folding device of the 
table legs allows for the safe transport of the table.  
The surface of the table top is made of high quality HPL. 
Particularly durable: the extremely robust APK Air 
Protect edge made of elastic black plastic with an interior 
air chamber. basic also proves visually compelling with 
its clear and linear design.

2910 
T-leg frame with double column, 
round steel tube, chromed, table 
top surface HPL or beech veneer, 
various edges, optionally 
equipped with the new black 
plastic Air Protect edge (APK), 
plastic gliders as tube ends or 
optionally seamless metal frame 
tube closures; unfolding in 
vertical or horizontal position

2955 
T-leg frame with single column, 
oval steel tube frame, chromed, 
table top surface HPL or beech 
veneer, various edges, optionally 
equipped with the new black 
plastic Air Protect edge (APK), 
plastic gliders as tube ends or 
optional seamless metal frame 
tube closures; unfolding in 
vertical or horizontal position

2956 
Seminar folding table
T-leg frame with single column, 
oval steel tube frame, chromed, 
table top surface HPL or beech 
veneer, various edges, plastic 
gliders as tube ends or optio-
nal seamless metal frame tube 
closures; unfolding in vertical or 
horizontal position

Folding tables . basic
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get.up 2240/0 . verona 5326/A

2240

Folding tables . get.up

get.up 
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

Content



2240/0
80 × 80 cm

2240/0 
90 | 100 | 120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 170 | 180 × 70 | 80 cm

2240/2 
140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° | 160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

2240/5 
ø 140 | 160 cm

14 . 15

The delicate table with the shapely 
tapered round steel tube legs.
 
For office, meeting, training and seminar rooms: get.up  
is a shapely and stable folding table, easy to handle 
thanks to its non-wearing and  maintenance-free folding 
mechanism. The tapered rounded steel tube frame 
without cross-bars creates an attractive effect and leaves 
legroom on all four sides. This four-legged table can be 
folded and stacked with table lengths starting up from  
80 cm already. 

2240/0
Round steel tube, tapered, chromed, 
table top surface HPL or beech 
veneer, articulated gliders, various 
optional edges, coated frame, table 
top or edge stained, further options

Folding tables . get.up
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2245

sleight 2245/0 . jump 412/A

Folding tables . sleight

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

sleight 
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

Content



2245/0

2245/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 170 | 180 × 45 | 60 | 70 | 80 | 90 cm

2245/1
ø 125 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 180 cm

2245/2
140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° | 160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

2245/5
ø 140 | 160 cm

16 . 17

Consistent and sophisticated:
the intelligent design makes the 
 patented mechanism invisible.
 
A truly innovative folding table: this intelligent construc-
tion cleverly conceals the table’s high degree of functio-
nality and its patented mechanism. Its practical added 
extras become apparent during day-to-day use: really 
simple handling, safe set-up and fold-down, storage 
protection thanks to integrated stacking protectors. 
sleight is a stable folding table which is unmatched in its 
ease and range of use as well as its aesthetic looks. This 
makes it ideal for high-end seminar and function rooms.

2245
T-leg frame with single column, 
standing column round oval profile, 
feet extension round steel tube, 
chromed, table top surface HPL or 
beech veneer, plastic gliders, various 
optional edges, coated frame, table 
top or edge stained, further options

Folding tables . sleight
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2244

sleight ultralight 2244/0 . fox 1012/A-135

Folding tables . sleight ultralight

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

sleight ultralight 
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

Content



2244/0

2244/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 170 | 180 × 45 | 70 | 80 cm

2244/5
ø = 140 | 160 cm 

18 . 19

Light, lighter, sleight ultralight.  
Low weight and intelligent functionality 
ensure ultimate ease of handling. 
 
Ideal for all situations where there is constant change: 
sleight ultralight – the lightest folding table in the world.  
In its lightest version it weighs no more than 12.5 kg. The 
patented folding mechanism means that one person can 
easily set it up – even single-handedly if necessary. Even  
in this ultra-light version it offers many different possible 
combinations, the stable single-pillar aluminium frame 
leaves plenty of legroom on all sides.

Folding tables . sleight ultralight

2244
T-leg frame with single column, 
standing column and feet 
extension made of aluminium 
profile, anodised, steel tube cross 
beam, powder-coated RAL 9006F 
white aluminium, die-cast 
aluminium folding fitting with 

RAL 9006 lacquer finish, white 
aluminium, ultra-lightweight table 
top: sandwich composition, both 
sides laminated in HPL, plastic 
gliders, various optional edges, 
chromed frame, stained edge, 
further options
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2237 2247 2248

trust 2247/0 . milanolight comfort 5229/A

Folding tables . trust

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

trust 
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

Content



2237/0 . 2247/0 . 2248/0 
80 × 80 cm

2237/0 . 2247/0 . 2248/0 
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 170 | 180 × 70 | 80 cm

2237/5 . 2247/5 . 2248/5 
ø 140 | 160 cm

20 . 21

trust – functionality and visual  
appearance of the highest standard.
 
A table programme that thinks along. Very practical –  
without looking practical: its four-legged look won’t  
have you thinking that this is a folding table. With three  
different frames: square section steel or round section  
steel – classically mitred or rounded in the basic version.  
The surface offers a choice of HPL or veneer.

2237
Square steel tube frame  
chromed, table top surface HPL or 
beech veneer, adjustable gliders, 
various optional edges, coated frame, 
table top or edge stained, further 
options

2247
Round steel tube 
chromed, „mitre“, table top surface 
HPL or beech veneer, plastic gliders. 
Various optional edges, frame 
coated, table top or edge stained, 
further options

2248
Round steel tube 
rounded, chromed, table top surface 
HPL or beech veneer, plastic gliders, 
various optional edges, coated frame, 
table top or edge stained, further 
options

Folding tables . trust
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2248/0

In the right place: an intelligent 
 mechanism to make users happy.
 
trust offers a lot of space – but remains very simple at  
the same time: the single-handed operation means it can 
be folded down and carried away by one person. The 
offset position of the legs when folded further reduces 
the space required during storage. Handling, which is 
practical in any case, can be made even easier with a 
transport cart, for example, on which up to ten tables
can be moved and stored.

Folding tables . trust

Content



trust 2247/0 . fox 1024

22 . 23

Optional: moving trust 
becomes even more 
convenient through 
casters in two of the feet.

1003/T 
Transport and storage cart 
For transporting and storing trust 
tables in an upright position

Folding tables . trust

Added handling 
convenience: thanks to 
the fourfold stable chair 
retainer, chairs can be 
placed out of the way for 
cleaning the floor.
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Nesting tables
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torino 9410/0 . fina 6426/A

9410

Nesting tables . torino

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

torino 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



9410/0
120 | 140 × 70 | 80 cm 
160 | 180 × 80 cm

9410/2
140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° | 160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

26 . 27

9410
Round steel tube column and 
extension, die-cast zinc end-pieces, 
chromed, four casters, lockable, 
hinged table top, one-hand 
mechanism, table top surface HPL  
or beech veneer. Various optional 
edges, table top or edge stained, 
linking devices, further options
 
Modesty panel 9407 . 9408 . 9408L
Freely suspended modesty panel, 
folding downwards when tilting up 
the table top, panel of white acrylic 
glass or HPL laminated on both sides,
optional row perforations

Setting up, dismantling, transport and 
storage – everything becomes easier 
with torino.
 
Nice and tidy: the torino nesting table proves compelling 
with an ingeniously simple and stable mechanism, making 
it very intuitive to operate and stack. It becomes so small 
that many tables can be stored on minimal space. The table 
can be optionally equipped with a modesty panel or an 
integrated media system. And it can all be done by a single 
person because torino can be folded and transported with 
just one hand. The simple handling also makes it very 
flexible to use. It does not take long to arrange the greatest 
variety of configurations in the room. Thanks to numerous 
additional modules, it can be used in a great variety of 
situations. And thanks to its clear formal language, it also 
proves visually compelling.

Nesting tables . torino
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9411/0

torino 9411/0

The extra large yet easy-to-use  
nesting table.
 
Some projects require an extra-large amount of space. That’s 
what the torino XXL nesting table is for. With table top 
dimensions of up to 240 × 140 cm, there is a lot of space for 
working and learning together. Two columns at either side 
provide the necessary stability. Yet the table is easy to move, 
thanks to its smooth-running casters that even allow for 
easily traversing sills or obstacles. Once the table is in its 
required position, the locking mechanism on all four casters 
helps to keep it in place. The extra large torino nesting table 
is also equipped with a maintenance-free and stable folding 
mechanism so that it takes up little space when stored.

9411/0
Steel double column frame and feet 
extension, chromed, die-cast zinc 
end-pieces, chromed, hinged table  
top, table top surface HPL or beech 
veneer, four casters, lockable. Various 
optional edges, table top or edge 
stained, linking devices, further  
options

Nesting tables . torino

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

torino 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



9411/0
200 | 220 | 240 × 100 | 120 | 140 cm

28 . 29

More functional nesting tables 
can be found in the standing  
table section starting on page 58: 
our new bistro table pivot, torino 
9464 and cross.flip

Nesting tables . torino
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Conference tables
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7070/7

dress 7070/9 . dress 7001

Conference tables . dress

dress  
Design: osko+deichmann

Content



7070/9
220 × 110 cm

32 . 33Conference tables . dress

Emphatically Beautiful and Healthy.
 
Wherever people have to sit for any length of time, dress 
represents a young alternative conducive to health. In 
offices, cafés, even in the reception area, this novel standing 
aid will support active sitting. It is continuously height-
adjustable, thus perfectly adaptable for any task or tallness. 
A high-tech fabric hides the stable mechanism and grows 
and shrinks in sync with each adjustment. Here, form truly 
follows function – inviting to try out dress.
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Telescopic column frame, electrically 
height adjustable from 74 cm to  
110cm. Oval flat steel base plates with 
circumferential polyurethane base, 
colour: lava or stone. Stocking cover 
made of permanently elastic functional 
knit fabric “stretchline”, colour: black  
or stone. Integrated cable tray, cable  
lid and profile box optional. Rectangu-
lar table top with rounded short sides, 
table top surface: HPL or oak veneer



6900

fina conference 6924/8 . ray 9206/A

Conference tables . fina conference

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Very large selection  
of table top formats  
available.

Watch the product video now on 
www.brunner-group.com

fina conference  
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



6963/0

6910/0 I 6912/0 I 6914/0

6910/0 I 6912/0 I 6914/0

6910/0 I 6912/0 I 6914/0

6920/8 I 6922/8
6924/8

6920/8 I 6922/8
6924/8

6920/8 I 6922/8
6924/8

6934/6

6965/0

6961/1

6971/9

6940/9 
6944/9

34 . 35Conference tables . fina conference

The high-class conference table:  
modular construction meets classic 
design.
 
Every conference is different but the table system remains 
the same. fina conference was developed as a perfect 
match for the successful chair series finasoft. The timeless 
beauty of the fina conference series not only allows for 
the greatest variety of table configurations but most 
notably also for individual tables featuring a central  
or fourfold column. Frames and table tops can be 
individually combined depending on design and available 
space while always forming a visual entity. They may 
accommodate a large number of people and can be 
matched precisely to the respective room and the number 
of participants – for this, even very long table tops are 
available. The modular foot extensions are available in 
various versions. T- or Y-foot, with or without lower 
braces – they prove compelling thanks to their soft, 
rounded design reduced to the essence. This is 
 highlighted by the delicate looks of the table top with  
a visible edge of only 10 mm thickness.

6900
Different frames, polished die- 
cast aluminium extension, round 
steel tube column(s), chromed, 
adjustable gliders, chromed, table 
top surface HPL, oak veneer or 
American walnut veneer, different 
optional edge version

T-foot without lower brace
With flat steel bridge, powder-
coated black, upper cross braces  
made of rectangular tubes, 
powder-coated black

T-foot with lower brace
Y-foot with lower brace
With flat steel bridge, powder 
coated black, upper cross braces 
made of rectangular tubes,  
powder coated black,  
lower brace oval tube chromed

Central column frame
With one or four columns,  
lower brace oval tube chromed, 
mounting plate powder-coated 
black

Plectrum frame
Lower brace oval tube chromed, 
mounting plate powder-coated 
black
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Intelligent functionality creates space
for what’s important.
 
The table tops are available in many different shapes and 
surfaces in HPL, oak or American walnut. The fold-down 
horizontal cable channel made of extruded aluminium 
allows for a variety of cabling possibilities. Various 
vertical cable solutions, rigid or flexible, supplement the 
sophisticated cable management. Thus fina conference 
ensures both tidiness and safety.

Conference tables . fina conference

Cable lids and cable ducts
hide electrification almost 
completely.

Vertical clip-on guide rail  
for cables
For each range, the matching 
accessories are available to lead 
the cables properly along the 
table leg.

Horizontal cable channel
Different cable channels mounted 
underneath the table top can 
hold numerous cables at once.

Content



fina conference 6924/8 . finasoft 6756/A

36 . 37Conference tables . fina conference
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6965/0

6963/0

6961/1

6914/0  
T-foot with lower 
brace

6912/0  
T-foot with lower 
brace

6910/0  
T-foot without 
lower brace

6914/0 
Y-foot with lower 
brace and double 
column

High Stability, Lots of Legroom.
 
The especially large round table top is supported by a four 
column frame consisting of polished die cast aluminium  
feet and of chrome plated steel tube columns. They make 
this table particularly sturdy while offering lots of legroom 
all around.

Conference tables . fina conference

Content



fina conference 6961/1 . finasoft 6722/A

38 . 39Conference tables . fina conference
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fina flex 7951/4 . finasoft 6722/A

7901

Conference tables . fina flex

fina flex  
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Content



7911/0

7911/0

7921/0 I 7923/0

7925/0

7931/9 | 7933/9

7935/9 | 7937/9

7941/2 I 7943/2

7951/4

7961/9

40 . 41Conference tables . fina flex

A Touch of Class for Any Conference.
 
The modular conference table programme fina flex is 
impressive thanks to the sophisticated interplay of elegant 
shapes, delicate lightness and convincing stability. With its 
appearance of independent design statement and a high 
degree of adaptability to the respective room or situation. 
And with its perfectly harmonious match with the premium 
chairs from the finasoft series as well as the successful fina 
conference programme.

Thanks to bevelled CRKL edges, 
the lightweight table top appears 
to be even more delicate.

Very large selection  
of table top formats  
available.
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Conference tables . fina flex

Variety is the Watchword.
 
The modular and comprehensive system allows to design  
a great variety of table configurations – regardless of the 
number of participants and the size of the room. For that, 
the system offers a comprehensive variety of table tops 
featuring different edge variants in different shapes and 
sizes. But regardless of the respective configuration – fina 
flex always stays light and elegant.

Content



fina flex 7900 . finasoft 6722/A

42 . 43Conference tables . fina flex
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Conference tables . fina flex

Convincing in Every Regard.
 
Each seminar and conference calls for its very own seating 
arrangement. The timelessly beautiful series fina flex offers  
a great variety of table configurations and thus always the 
right solution. For this, frames and table tops can quickly 
and easily be combined and rearranged, depending on the 
respective design concept and the amount of space needed. 
All the while, the clear, reduced design guarantees that  
fina flex stays a visual entity at all times.

Optional modesty panel 
The panels (height 40 cm)  
are mounted and locked shock- 
proof in an instant, without 
having to use any tools. The 
surfaces can be selected to  
match the table tops.

Vertical cable ducts: 
magnetic aluminium profiles 
conduct the cables along the 
table leg.

Two table tops, but only one leg: 
easy table leg assembly without 
tools, at the same time linking two
table tops.

Content



fina flex 7921/0

44 . 45Conference tables . fina flex

The connecting element of  
one table leg takes both tops, 
solidly locking each with the 
other. When locked, the fingers  
of the connective elements  
hook into the metal plates set  
into the table tops. Thanks to  
the patented mechanism, two 
table tops may be connected or 
separated without any tools.
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2701 . 2704

spira 2704 . 2720 . 2721 . 2717 . spira.sit 6345/A 

2710/0
100 × 100 | 110 × 110 cm

2712/0
200 | 250 × 100 cm 
220 | 250 × 110 cm

2711/1
ø 100 | 120 | 130 cm

2714/6 
264 × 135 cm

2713/7 
250 × 100 | 135 cm

Conference tables . spira

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

spira  
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



46 . 47

Well combined: the representative  
table for every room and requirement.
 
From large groups to private talks: spira combinations  
can handle them all. Table tops in various shapes and sizes 
allow for innumerable variations, depending on require-
ment and venue. This table proves compelling thanks to 
its classic representative design, the high-quality materials 
as well as the excellent finish. The chamfered edge gives 
spira a light look. Depending on the size of the table top, 
it is supported by one or several central columns made of 
shiny chromed steel. Thus the table offers a lot of legroom 
all around.

2700
Column and cover shiny  
chrome, base plate steel,  
RAL 9007F or base plate in black 
granite. Table top surface HPL, 
beech veneer or oak veneer. 
Optional table top or edge 
stained, electrification, linking 
device

Conference tables . spira
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2715 
200 × 100 cm

2718-left
200 × 90 | 100 cm

2722 
200 × 100 × 100 cm, 60°

2716 
200 × 100 cm

2719-right
200 × 90 | 100 cm

2723 
250 × 100 cm, 60°

2717 
200 × 100 cm

2720-left 
200 × 90 | 100 cm

2724 
r = 100 cm, 120°

2721-right 
200 × 90 | 100 cm

2725 
ø 200 cm



spira 2714/6 . tempus 6350/A 

MEM edge

2705
Cable duct in the spira table 
column

2733
Vertical cable guide

spira is optionally available 
with media module or –  
as shown here – with power 
sockets. 

For more information  
on electrification, please  
cf. page 140.

Conference tables . spira

Content



48 . 49Conference tables . spira
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2801

state 2801 . 2810/0 . 2814/4 . milanoclassic 5212/A

Conference tables . state

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

state  
Design: Brunner Design Team

Content



50 . 51

2801
The table legs are not bolted but are 
fixed with connecting fittings – that 
means the configuration can be 
quickly changed as required, even 
without any tools.

Not just a table but a concept –  
with many practical benefits.
 
A thoroughly representative series. And at the same time 
pleasantly minimalist. The basic version of state is an elegant 
individual table, but the possibilities are virtually endless  
when table tops of different shapes and sizes are combined – 
suiting any surroundings and seating  requirements. state 
proves compelling thanks to simple handling. A case in point: 
one leg can connect two table tops, saving time while setting  
up and dismantling, and saving material as well. Furthermore, 
the tables can be equipped with electrification. The cabling 
remains invisible thanks to matching modesty panels. As a 
result, the conference room will always look tidy.

Conference tables . state
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2810/0 . 2812/0
80 × 80 | 90 × 90 cm
100 × 100 cm

2810/0 . 2811/0
120 | 140 | 160 | 180 | 200 | 220 × 80 cm
120 | 140 | 160 | 180 | 200 | 220 | 240 × 90 | 100 cm

2814/4 . 2820/4 
80 | 90 | 100 cm

2821/4 
90 cm | r = 150 cm

2813/5 . 2815/5 . 2816/5 . 2818/5 
ø 160 | 180 | 200 cm

2822/6-right 
180 × 90 cm

2823/6-left 
180 × 90 cm



Intelligent detail solutions save time and 
create space for what’s important.
 
One leg is good enough for support. The state table legs are 
designed in such a way that a single one can easily support 
two table tops. The simple-to-operate locking device means 
that the table is absolutely stable even while being set up. 
The leg at the table end is positioned at a 45° angle and thus 
rounds things off nicely. 

2800
Table leg
Anodised aluminium line press profile 
and die-cast aluminium support plate, 
lacquered finish RAL 9006 white-
aluminium, tool-free mounting and 
dismantling, table legs positioned at 
45° angle at individual table corners, 
when connecting two adjacent tables, 
legs are at right angles to edge. Shiny 
chromed aluminium legs available 
upon request

Table top
HPL, beech veneer or oak veneer  
table top surface, embedded support 
plates underneath the table top.  
Table top or edge optionally stained,  
electrification, further options

Yet another extra: 
state is optionally 
available with 
electrification.

Conference tables . state

Content



state 2801 . 2810/0 . tempus 6350/A

52 . 53Conference tables . state
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9461 9471 9470

torino 9471/9 . finasoft 6722/AG . finalounge 6742

The versatile and high-quality table  
programme with the clear formal  
language.
 
torino offers a large range of shapes and sizes and is parti- 
cularly easy to handle. The clear and minimalist formal 
language means that torino can be combined with almost 
every chair series. One design characteristic of the range:  
the high-quality foot with a stable bearing surface – not just 
a visual benefit but also an advantage in terms of added 
stability. Additional flexibility is offered by other elements 
such as side tables (optionally height adjustable and fold- 
able), side trolley, lectern and tea-cart (cf. p. 114), equipped 
with gliders or casters, depending on the requirement.

Conference tables . torino

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

torino  
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



9470/0 9471/0

torino 9461/1 . milanoflair 5218/A

9470/0  
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 170 | 180 × 70 | 80 cm 
9471/0  
220 × 100 | 240 × 110 | 260 × 120 cm

9461/1  
ø 120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 cm
9470/1  
ø 160 | 180 cm

9470/2  
140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° | 160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

9470/5  
ø 140 | 160 cm

9471/8  
270 × 120 cm

9471/9  
270 × 120 cm

9471/9  
270 × 120 cm

54 . 55Conference tables . torino

9461
Cross-leg frame with 4 central 
columns, chromed, zinc die-cast 
end pieces, chromed, table top 
surface HPL or beech veneer, 
adjustable gliders, chromed. 
Various optional edges, table top or 
edge stained, chromed gliders, 
further options

9470
Contract table  
Steel tube T-leg frame, chromed,
zinc die-cast end pieces, chromed, 
adjustable gliders, chromed, 
table top HPL or beech veneer,
various optional edges

9471
Contract table  
Steel tube T-leg frame with double 
column, chromed, zinc die-cast end 
pieces, chromed, adjustable gliders, 
chromed, table top HPL or beech 
veneer, various optional edges
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56 . 57

Central column tables
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cross 3080/0 . milanolight 5206

3070 3071 3080

Central column tables . cross

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

cross  
Design: Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade designer

Content



3071/03080/1

3070/0 
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm
3071/0
80 × 80 cm
3080/0
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm 
90 × 90 | 100 × 100 cm

3071/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 170 | 180 × 70 | 80 cm

3070/1 
ø 70 | 80 | 90 | 100 | 120 | 130 cm
3071/1
ø 160 | 180 cm
3080/1
ø 60 | 70 | 80 | 90 | 100 | 120 | 130 | 140 | 150 cm

3071/2
140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° | 160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

3071/5
ø 140 | 160 cm

58 . 59

A timelessly beautiful table system that invites 
to communicate.
 
Bistros, cafeterias and canteens are places of spontaneous, informal 
communication. With the versatile table system cross, they can be 
furnished in style. This central column table proves compelling 
thanks to its timeless design. The stable and sturdy table is equip-
ped either with with feet extension or a base plate. There is also an 
innovative standing table to go with it.

3070 . 3071 
Round steel tube column, flat steel 
extension, coated RAL 9006F white 
aluminium, table top surface HPL or 
beech veneer, adjustable gliders. 
Various optional edges, table top or 
edge stained, various frame surface 
finishes

3080
Round steel tube column, chromed, 
cast iron table base with metal-effect 
anthracite coating, table top surface 
HPL or beech veneer. Various optional 
edges, table top or edge stained, 
column coated, coffee table height 
possible

Central column tables . cross
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due 3861/1 . 3808 . 3808/A

3861

Central column tables . due

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

due  
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



3861/0 . 3808/A

3861/0  
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

3861/1  
ø 70 | 80 | 90 cm

60 . 61Central column tables . due

The new interpretation of the classic 
bistro table – with sophisticated details 
and surprising material combinations.
 
The due bistro table stands out through its very own for-
mal language. The central column, panelled in laminated 
wood and fanning out at the top, makes an equally  
dynamic and stable impact. The laminated wood panel-
ling is available in beech or, with an extra charge, in oak. 
The table top comes in HPL or veneer. The flat base is 
made of steel – with metal-effect anthracite as standard, 
optionally also available with white powder coating.

3861/1 . 3861/0
Laminated beech wood standing 
column, clear lacquered finish, table 
top HPL or beech veneer or oak 
veneer, table top with different edge 
finishes, round or square sheet steel 
base plate, metal-effect anthracite or 
optional matt white coating, standing 
column optionally stained or made  
of stained laminated oak wood
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pivot 3058/1 . fox 1360-50

3058

pivot 3058/1 . fox 1024

Central column table . pivot

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

pivot 
Design: osko+deichmann

Content



3058/1

3058/1
ø 70 | 80 cm

3058/0  
70 × 70 cm

62 . 63

Stable, functional and easy to transport –
thanks to innovative casters.
 
This bistro table knows how to convince, thanks to its 
patent pending detail solutions. A case in point: the 
innovative horizontal roll serves as a shapely table foot 
while at the same time making easy transport possible. 
In a horizontal table position, the roll is at rest. The table 
remains stable and safe. If the table is tilted, however,  
it can be rolled away easily and without additional hand-
ling. Thanks to a locking lever, the foot frame can  
be folded, so that the table can be stored taking up only 
minimum space.

3058
Round steel tube standing column,  
flat steel extensions with integrated 
casters, powder-coated RAL 9006 
white aluminium, table top and frame 
can be folded, saving space, table top 
HPL or beech veneer or solid core top, 
various optional edges

Central column table . pivot
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torino 9460/0 . milanoflair 5218

9460 9462

9460/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm
9462/0
70 × 70 cm

9460/1
ø 70 | 80 | 90 | 100 cm
9462/1
ø 70 | 80 cm

Familiar stability and variety –  
torino as central column table.
 
torino is a pleasing solution not only in business settings 
but also in canteens with high standards. That is where the 
central column table comes into its own: easy-going yet with 
its familiar stability. A classic cross-shaped foot provides 
maximum legroom, and the table top is available in different 
versions, with a choice of HPL or beech veneer.

9460
Central column table 
Round steel tube, 4-leg extension, 
chromed, die-cast zinc end pieces, 
chromed. Table top HPL or beech 
veneer. Adjustable gliders, chromed. 
Top or edge optionally stained,  
plastic adjustable gliders

9462
Height-adjustable central column 
table 
Steel tube frame, 4-foot extension, 
chromed, die-cast zinc end pieces, 
chromed. Height-adjustable from 
74 to 110 cm. Table top HPL or beech 
veneer. Lockable casters. Top or edge 
optionally stained, adjustable gliders 
chromed or black

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

Central column tables . torino

torino 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



we_meet 9960/0 . verona 5302/AG

9960

9960/0 
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

64 . 65

A table with many possible variations.
 
The beautifully shaped we_meet series creates space for 
informal communication and impromptu meetings. Its  
minimal design fits perfectly into the greatest variety of  
design concepts. The angled edge of the table top supports 
the delicate language of forms. The central column made  
of chrome-plated round steel tube provides great freedom  
of movement.

9960/0
Column in round section steel tube, 
chromed; square base plate, powder- 
coated in anthracite-metallic, table top 
in HPL or beech veneer. Optional top 
or edge stained

Central column tables . we_meet

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

we_meet 
Design: Justus Kolberg
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2270/0 

2270

2270/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 170 | 180 × 70 | 80 cm

2270/2
140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° | 160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

Puristic column table in many formats. 
 
The table top rests on a delicate frame of chromed round 
steel tubes. In the standard version, the table top surface 
is made of robust HPL; it’s optionally also available with 
beech veneer.

2270
T-leg frame made of round steel 
tube, chromed, table top surface 
HPL or beech veneer. Different 
optional edge versions, table top 
or edge stained

Central column tables . 2270

2270 
Design: Brunner Design Team

Content



2280/1 . fina 6426/A

2280

2280/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

2280/1
ø 70 | 80 cm

66 . 67

A table for all occasions.
 
This universally deployable table proves compelling  
above all because of its cross-shaped foot forming a  
visual entity with the central column made of chromed 
round steel tube. The table top comes with an HPL 
surface as standard. Beech veneer is  optionally available. 
Excellent value for money.

2280
Round steel tube, chromed, table 
top surface HPL or beech veneer. 
Different optional edge versions, 
table top or edge stained

Central column tables . 2280

2280 
Design: Brunner Design Team
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3040/0 . linos 1206

3040

Central column tables . 3040 Outdoor bistro table

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

3040 Outdoor bistro table 
Design: Brunner Design Team

Content



3040/0
80 × 80 cm

3040/1
ø 80 cm

3040/1 . crona 6361/A

68 . 69

Delicate yet weatherproof – salsa is 
ideal for outdoor use.
 
Simply uncomplicated. 3040 is exceptionally well suited 
for outdoors – in any kind of weather. The central  
column table has a weatherproof frame made of stainless 
steel and a robust Trespa table top. But it does not show 
its toughness: the effect is one of great delicacy.

3040
Stainless steel column and base  
plate, round base plate, robust  
Trespa table top for outdoor use. 
Optional anti-theft device

Central column tables . 3040 Outdoor bistro table
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3042/0 . twin 3104/A

3042

Classy design, robust and easy-care 
handling.
 
This table with a round or square Trespa table top is ideal 
for outdoor use. The innovative table top in slate-look pastel 
grey gives a classy feel and is nevertheless robust, easy- 
to-care and affordable. The central column made of stainless 
steel gives a modern impression and also ensures a great deal 
of legroom. The table can be optionally supplied with an  
anti-theft loop so that they can easily be chained together.

Central column tables . 3042 Outdoor bistro table

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

3042 Outdoor bistro table 
Design: Brunner Design Team

Trespa table top

Content



3042/0
80 × 80 cm

3042/1
ø 68 cm

70 . 71

3042
Stainless steel column, steel  
base plate, DB703 anthracite grey 
coating, with special weather-
proof zinc priming coat, Trespa 
table top, pastel grey décor  
with black cast edge, adjustable  
gliders. Optional anti-theft device

Central column tables . 3042 Outdoor bistro table

Anti-theft loop

Pedestal, square

Base plate, round
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3060/1 

3060

3060/0
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

3060/1 
ø 60 | 70 | 80 cm

3060/0 . crona 6365/A

Central column tables . 3060

The small, fine central column table  
with round pedestal. 
 
A table with a light, transparent feel: the 3060. Available  
with a choice of ESG safety glass, wood or durable HPL  
top. With a diameter of up to 80 cm, this beautifully shaped  
table is ideal for cafeterias and canteens.

3060
Round column and base plate, 
coated RAL 9006F white aluminium, 
table top surface HPL, beech veneer 
or ESG glass. Various optional 
edges, stained edge, chromed 
column, chromed base plate, 
reduced height

3060 
Design: Brunner Design Team

Content



3062/0

3062

3060/0
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

3060/1 
ø 60 | 70 | 80 cm

3062/0 
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

3062/0
80 | 100 | 120 × 60 cm  
100 | 120 × 80 cm

72 . 73

Table top, column and base plate  
form one visual entity.
 
Square or rectangular: At this centre-column table, the  
table top,  column and base plate form one visual entity.  
The table top is available with different types of edges.

3062
Square column, square or rectangular 
base plate coated RAL 9006F, table top 
surface HPL or beech veneer. Various 
optional edges, stained edge, chromed 
column, chromed base plate, reduced 
height

Central column tables . 3062

3062 
Design: Brunner Design Team
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74 . 75

Standing tables
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3073/1 

cross 3083/1 . milanolight 5201

3073 3083

3073/0
70 × 70 cm 
3083/0 
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 cm

3073/1
ø 70 | 80 cm 
3083/1 
ø 60 | 70 | 80 cm

Stable and stylish for canteens and 
cafeterias. 
 
A good place to stand is always and everywhere in  
demand. The  standing table from the cross series is  
a good choice in this respect. Be it with a cast iron table 
base or cross-shaped foot – it always cuts a fine figure.

Standing tables . cross

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

cross 
Design: Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade designer

3073
Round steel tube column, coated in 
RAL 9006F white-aluminium, flat steel 
extensions, table top surface HPL  
or beech veneer, adjustable gliders. 
Various optional edges, table top or 
edge stained, table top hinged, 
different frame finishes

3083
Round steel tube column, chromed, 
cast iron table base, metal-effect 
anthracite coating, table top surface 
HPL or beech veneer. Various optional 
edges, table top or edge stained, 
column coated

Content



cross.flip 3053/1 . verona 5321

3053

3053/1
ø 70 cm

76 . 77

Flexibility and easy handling all  
the way.
 
A standing table which requires little storage space: that’s 
cross.flip. This innovative three-legged table is simple to 
set up and dismantle. Thanks to its castors it is also easy 
to move. 

3053
Round steel tube, chromed, table  
top HPL or beech veneer, hinged  
table top, one table leg with casters. 
Various optional edges, table  
top or edge stained, frame coated 
RAL 9006F white-aluminium

Standing tables . cross.flip

cross.flip 
Design: Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade designer
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fina conference 6968/0 . fina bar 6421

6968 6954 6962 . 6966 6972

Standing tables . fina conference

fina conference 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



6954/0

6968/0 
140 × 70 cm  
160 I 180 × 80 cm

6954/0  
200 × 90 | 100 cm

6954/9  
210 × 82 | 127 cm

6954/8 
240 × 100 | 120 cm

78 . 79Standing tables . fina conference

Where People Like to Meet.
 
This high-quality standing table is the logical extension 
to the many possibilities offered by the fina conference 
table programme. It offers an ideal spot to hold short 
meetings while standing. This fosters communication at 
work while improving workplace ergonomics at the same 
time. Thanks to a choice of several frames, table tops or 
special formats, this standing table is always ready to give 
the right answer to the most diverse spatial requirements. 
With fina conference, it goes without saying that there  
are optimum ways for media integration already in place.  
As a complement to this table, there are the bar stools, or –  
for top seating comfort – matching fina bar stools with 
their ergonomically shaped wooden seat shell mounted 
onto a stable 4-legged steel tube frame.

6954 Y-base frame with lower brace 
6962/6966 Central column frame 
6968 Y-base frame with lower brace 
6972 Plectrum frame
Various frames, polished die-cast 
aluminium foot extensions, standing 
column(s) made of chromed round 
steel tubes, chromed gliders, table top 
HPL, oak veneer or American walnut 
veneer, various edge finishes
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6962/1 
ø 80 | 90 | 100 | 110 cm

6966/0 
100 × 100 cm  
110 × 110 cm

6972/9 
Side length: 180 cm



pivot 3056/1

3056

Standing tables . pivot

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

pivot 
Design: osko+deichmann

Content



3056/1
ø 70 | 80 cm

3056/0
70 × 70 cm

80 . 81

The stable and functional standing 
table – easy to move on innovative 
extension casters.
 
This table proves compelling above all thanks to its clever 
detailed solutions: the horizontal casters serve as the table 
legs and as casters for transport at the same time. If the 
table is in a  horizontal position, the  horizontal casters are 
flush to the floor. The table stands stable and secure. But 
if it is placed at an angle, this  innovative nesting table  
can be rolled quite easily on its casters without additional 
handling. The feet can even be folded by operating the 
locking lever for space-saving storage. In this way the 
table can be stored in the smallest space. The round table 
top, which automatically locks when put upright, is 
available in two diameters and with a choice of HPL or 
beech veneer surface.

Standing tables . pivot

3056
Round steel tube standing column, 
flat steel extensions with integrated 
casters, powder-coated RAL 9006F 
white aluminium, table top and frame 
foldable for space-saving storage, 
table top HPL or beech veneer, various 
optional edges
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torino 9463/1 . verona 5301

9463 9464 9465

Standing tables . torino

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

torino 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



9464/1 

9463/0
70 × 70 cm

9463/1
ø 70 | 80 cm 
9464/1 . 9465/1
ø 70 cm

82 . 83

The standing table with the clear,  
minimalist  formal language.
 
The torino standing table is also available in many  
variations. With a square or round table top and cross-
shaped foot for a secure stand, castors for mobility  
and as a height-adjustable nesting table. In any case,  
the series proves compelling through its clear formal  
language and modern design.

Standing tables . torino

9463 
Steel tube frame, 4-leg extensions, 
chromed, die-cast zinc end-pieces, 
chromed. Table top HPL or beech 
veneer, adjustable gliders, chromed. 
Table top or edge optionally stained, 
adjustable black plastic gliders

9464 
Steel tube frame, 3-leg extensions, 
chromed, die-cast zinc end-pieces, 
table top can be folded, table  
surface HPL or beech veneer,  
3 lockable casters. Table top or edge 
optionally stained, chromed gliders

9465 
Steel tube frame, 3-leg extensions, 
chromed, die-cast zinc end-pieces, 
table top can be folded, height- 
adjustable from 74 to 110 cm, table  
surface HPL or beech veneer,  
3 lockable casters. Table top or edge 
optionally stained, chromed gliders
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we_talk 9964/0 . 9913

9963 9964

9963/0
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 cm

9964/0
120 × 60 cm
120 | 140 × 70 cm

New opportunities for impromptu  
and constructive conversations. 
 
The standing tables of the we_talk series are at home in 
all those places where the office and cafeteria meet. They 
create the required space for informal conversations and 
impromptu meetings. The tables have a height of 110 cm 
and are available in two widths, with one or two columns 
made of chromed round steel tube. The two-column  
table is an ideal match for the we_talk bar bench seating 
up to three people, creating a perfect conversation area.

9963 . 9964 
Round steel tube column, chromed, 
square base plate, powder-coated in 
anthracite-metallic, table top HPL, 
beech veneer. Table top or edge 
optionally stained, various optional 
edges

Standing tables . we_talk

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

we_talk 
Design: Justus Kolberg

Content



3063/1

3063

9963/0
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 cm

9964/0
120 × 60 cm
120 | 140 × 70 cm

3063/0
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 cm

3063/1 
ø 60 | 70 | 80 cm

84 . 85

Beautiful all-rounder – round or square. 
 
In the cafeteria, canteen or at an event – standing tables 
are ideal for creating a relaxed atmosphere and encoura-
ging casual conversations. Our 3063 table is the universal 
companion for such occasions, either with a round or 
square table top.

3063
Column and base plate, round, coated 
RAL 9006F white aluminium, table top 
surface HPL, beech veneer or ESG 
glass. Various optional edges, edge 
stained, column and base plate 
chromed

Standing table . 3063

3063 
Design: Brunner Design Team
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Content



86 . 87

4-legged tables
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milano 5271/0

milanolight 5272/0

milanolight 5272/0 . 5226

5271 5272

5271/0 . 5272/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

5271/0
140 × 70 cm
120 | 140 | 160 | 180 × 80 cm 
5272/0
140 × 70 cm
120 | 140 | 160 × 80 cm

The delicate series with two profiles  
to fit every ambiance.
 
A harmonious overall impression thanks to a deliberately 
minimalist approach. The clear visual lightness is created  
by the straight lines of the frame and the absence of cross- 
braces and lateral strutting without affecting stability.  
Available in a choice of square steel tube or mitred round 
steel tube. The delicate table top can be supplied as HPL, 
beech, oak, or American walnut veneer.

5271 
Square steel tube frame 30 × 30 
mm, chromed, table top surface 
oak veneer, American walnut 
veneer, beech veneer or HPL, 
adjustable gliders. Various optional 
edges, table top or edge stained, 
lower height, frame powder-coated 
or matt chromed. 

5272 
Round steel tube, chromed, table 
top surface oak veneer, American 
walnut veneer, beech veneer or 
HPL, adjustable gliders. Various 
optional edges, table top or edge 
stained, lower height, frame 
powder-coated or matt chromed.

4-legged tables . milano . milanolight

milano . milanolight 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



6051/0 . jump 412/A

6051

5271/0 . 5272/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

5271/0
140 × 70 cm
120 | 140 | 160 | 180 × 80 cm 
5272/0
140 × 70 cm
120 | 140 | 160 × 80 cm

6051/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

88 . 894-legged table . 6051

6051
Round steel tube table legs, chromed, 
table top surface HPL or beech veneer. 
Various optional edges, top or edge 
stained, frame coated and further 
options

Stable and robust tables which also 
offer compelling value for money. 
 
These tables can be used in many different situations. 
They are particularly stable and robust and offer excellent 
value for money. A great variety of table configurations 
can be configured with the many different table top 
shapes.

6051 
Design: Brunner Design Team
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2930/0 2931/0 2932/0

4last 2930/0 . first choice 4528/A

4-legged table . 4last . 4less . 4sure

4last . 4less . 4sure 
Design: Roland Schmidt Design

Content



2930/0
70 × 70 cm
80 × 80 cm
90 × 90 cm
2931/0 . 2932/0
60 × 60 cm
70 × 70 cm
80 × 80 cm

2930/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 | 180 × 70 | 80 cm
2931/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 70 | 80 | 90 cm 
180 × 80 | 90 cm 
200 × 90 cm
2932/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 70 | 80 | 90 cm 
180 × 80 | 90 cm 
200 × 90 cm

2931/1 . 2932/1
ø 80 | 90 | 120 | 130 | 160 | 180 cm

90 . 914-legged table . 4last . 4less . 4sure

4last.  
Robust Variety Just In Case.
 
This table system with its border frame offers multiple 
combinations and will tackle any task. Its clear concept is 
just as striking as its top quality in terms of material and 
workmanship. The border frame is made of steel, and the 
corner nodes are made of die-cast aluminium. This allows 
a combination with thinner table tops available in differ- 
ent versions and with different edges. A special charac-
teristic of these tables: the table top corners are rounded 
according to the shape of the corner nodes.

The system is completed by matching modesty panels 
made of web fabric or wood which can be mounted wit-
hout using tools.

2930/0
Polished die-cast aluminium foot 
node, steel tube braces 30 × 25mm, 
chromed, steel tube foot ø 35mm, 
chromed, adjustable plastic gliders, 
table top HPL or beech veneer. 
Optional: various edge finishes, table 
top or edge stained, coated frame, 
and further options

•	 	Table	system	with	traverse	
under-frame, many combination 
options.

•	 	Clear	concept	and	top	quality	in	
terms of material and 
workmanship.

•	 	Pronounced	stability	allows	the	
combination with thinner table 
tops.

•	 	Rounded	table	tops	optional	
matching the corner nodes.
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4less 2931/0 . first choice 4528/A

4-legged table . 4last . 4less . 4sure

4less.  
Clean Slate.

This stackable table system featuring individual legs attached 
to self-supporting table tops goes along with everything and 
can be extended in all directions without any problem. And 
4less grants maximum legroom – especially when placed in a 
row, because the brackets for the chromed or powder-coated 
table legs are mounted right underneath the rounded corners. 
Matching modesty panels made of web fabric or wood that 
can be mounted without using tools complement the system’s 
possibilities.

•	 	Stackable	table	system,	with	
individual legs

•	 	Greatest	possible	leg	room	–	 
especially when linked to form 
rows

•	 	Matching	modesty	panels	made	
of mesh or wood

•	 	Rounded	table	tops	optional	
matching the corner nodes

2931/0
Polished die-cast aluminium 
support plate, steel tube foot  
ø 35mm, chromed, adjustable 
plastic gliders, table top HPL or 
beech veneer. Optional: various 
edge finishes, table top or edge 
stained, coated frame, and  
further options

Content



4sure 2932/0 . first choice 4528/A

92 . 934-legged table . 4last . 4less . 4sure

4sure.  
For Everyday Use Without Being  
Quotidian.

The rounded table top corners are real eyecatchers. For they 
take up the form of the legs and continue their design. But 
the self-supporting tables of this linkable system also surpri-
se by their outstanding functionality. In daily use, they are 
simply more mobile and more flexible, since the individual 
legs can be mounted or detached with a single movement. 
This is made possible by the sophisticated construction of the 
brackets underneath the table tops. They hold the legs with a 
stable bayonet coupling and also serve for linking the tables 
in rows, without using tools. Also, no tools are needed when 
mounting the modesty panels made of web fabric or wood, 
which further increases functionality.

•	 	Flexible	legs,	setting	up	or	
dismantling with only one 
movement

•	 	Legs	are	mounted	by	a	stable	
bayonet fitting

•	 	Rounded	table	tops	optional	
matching the corner nodes

•	 	Linking	tables	to	form	rows	
requires no tools

2932/0
Polished die-cast aluminium 
support plate, steel tube foot  
ø 35mm, chromed, with die-cast 
zinc bayonet lock, detachable 
without any tools, can be inserted 
into plastic mounting underneath 
the table top for space-saving 
storage, adjustable plastic gliders, 
table top HPL or beech veneer. 
Optional: various edge finishes, 
table top or edge stained, coated 
frame, and further options
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Content



94 . 95

Side and 
lounge furniture
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BC-071 BC-080 BC-081 BC-082

banc 
Design: jehs+laub

Side and lounge furniture . banc

Content



BC-071

BC-080 BC-081

BC-082

BC-071
130 | 110 | 160 × 65 | 80 | 80 cm

BC-080/0
65 × 65 cm

BC-080/1
ø 70 cm
BC-081/1
ø 54 cm
BC-082/1
ø 70 cm

96 . 97

More Systematic Latitude.

The large number of combinable bench elements and mobile 
side furniture like tables, easy chairs and stools turn banc into 
the ultimate building set for all architects and planners keen 
on variation.

Side and lounge furniture . banc
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BC-071, BC-080, BC-081, BC-082
10mm flat steel frame, powder-
coated white RAL 9016 FS matt, 
plastic gliders. Optional: further 
coating colours, HPL surfaces and 
felt gliders



9062 9064 9063 9065

9064/0 . 9041/A

Side and lounge furniture . collar

collar 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



9062

9062
60 × 60 cm
9064
60 × 60 cm
9063
60 × 60 cm
9065
60 × 60 cm

9062
120 × 60 cm
9063
120 × 60 cm

98 . 99Side and lounge furniture . collar 

The Qualities of a Classic.

It is the exceptional visible frame which makes collar so  
special and which lends any room a very distinctive  
atmosphere. In a sophisticated interplay of finest leathers 
or fabrics, frames made of premium solid wood like oak or 
walnut endow their environment with a warm and natural 
feeling. In contrast, metal frames with glossy chrome  
look speak quite a different, avant-garde language. But 
regardless of the respective combination – thanks to the 
clear shape, this exclusive programme of upholstered 
furniture for waiting areas will take its place anywhere, 
unobtrusive yet with pronounced self-confidence.

•	 	Exclusive	upholstered	waiting	area	
series sporting a high recognition 
value.

•	 	Self-confident	statement	in	every	
room.

•	 	Frame	choice	of	oak	wood,	American	
walnut or steel.

•	 	Each	variant	available	in	two	heights

•	 	Perfect	complement	of	the	chair	
series.
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9062 . 9064
Frame in solid oak wood, stained 
according to oak standard range,  
matt lacquered, optically thin  
table top, with rebate at the short  
sides and chamfered at the long  
sides, table top HPL, oak veneer 
or American walnut veneer. Edge 
stained or lacquered according  
to standard range. Optional: felt  
gliders

9063 . 9065
Flat steel frame, chromed, optically  
thin table top, with rebate at the  
short sides and chamfered at the long 
sides, table top HPL, oak veneer  
or American walnut veneer. Edge 
stained or lacquered according to 
standard range. Optional: felt gliders



6390 6391 6392

crona lounge 6386/A . 6385/A . 6390/0

crona lounge 
Design: Archirivolto

crona lounge . Side and lounge furniture

Content



6390 6391

6390/0
60 × 60 cm
6391/0
60 × 60 cm
6392/0
60 × 60 cm

6390/0
120 × 60 cm
6391/0
120 × 60 cm

6390/1
ø 80 cm

100 . 101

Expressive Form and Colour.

With its well-proportioned forms and harmonious colour 
variations, crona lounge will fill any room with a positive  
and light atmosphere. To create individual ensembles, we 
recommend the matching side tables – also made of stable 
shaped wood or with sled-base frame.

Side and lounge furniture . crona lounge

6390
Solid-steel sled-base frame, 
chromed, without gliders. Table 
top surface HPL, beech veneer, or 
oak veneer, various edge finishes. 
Optional: table top or edge 
stained, plastic gliders and felt 
gliders

6391 . 6392 6391 . 6392
4-legged laminated beech wood 
frame, clear lacquered finish, 
plastic gliders. Table top surface 
HPL, beech veneer or oak veneer, 
various edge finishes. Optional: 
frame, table top or edge stained, 
laminated oak wood frame and 
felt gliders

•	 	Modern,	exclusive	series

•	 	Choice	of	slender	wood	frame	or	
delicate steel sled-base frame

•	 	Wood	frame	available	in	two	heights
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finalounge 6791/1 . 6742 . 6742/AG

6791

Side and lounge furniture . finalounge

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

finalounge 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



6791/1
ø 80 | 100 cm

102 . 103

Perfect for relaxed waiting and  
communicating.
 
The finalounge round table invites to linger. It has a diameter 
of 80 or 100 cm and stands on a stable aluminium four- 
star base. The table top is available in glass or wood, the 
latter with a choice of oak veneer or HPL surfaces.

6791/1
Cross-shaped 4-star base, polished 
aluminium, standing column chromed, 
glass (ESG, black lacquered), HPL or 
oak veneer table top. Table top or edge 
optionally stained

Side and lounge furniture . finalounge
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grato 5491/0 . 5499 . 5500

5491 5495 5499

5499 . 5491/0 . 5501/5562/5569/5568

Side and lounge furniture . grato

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

grato 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



5491/0 5499

5495/0

5495/0
60 × 60 cm 

5491/0  
130 × 60 cm

5499 
60 × 40 cm

104 . 105

This furniture makes any waiting time 
efficient. 
 
The side tables of the grato series prove compelling 
through their modern design and can be used in many 
different combinations.  
The laptop table is particularly efficient. It can help to 
make any waiting  period productively. Its chromed sled-
base frame is equipped with four casters for mobility and 
easy handling.

Side and lounge furniture . grato

Table 5491/0 
Flat steel sled-base frame, 
shiny chrome finish, table top 
thickness 20 mm, table top HPL 
or oak veneer, plastic gliders.  
Top or edge optionally stained

Laptop table/side table 5499
Flat steel sled-base frame, shiny 
chrome finish, on 4 castors, table 
top thickness 12 mm, HPL or oak 
veneer. Top or edge optionally 
stained

Side table 5495/0
Central column table, shiny 
chrome finish, table top thickness 
20 mm, table top HPL or oak 
veneer, plastic gliders. Top or  
edge optionally stained
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havana 5091/0 . 5061/A . 5062/A

5091 5092

5091/0

5092/0

5092/0
60 × 60 cm

5091/0
120 × 60 cm

A consistent, clear line in classic  
design.
 
Classic design and high-quality workmanship characterise 
the tables of the havana series. Use the appropriate easy chair 
to turn your reception area into your company’s represen-
tative business card. The feet are made of aluminium. Table 
top surfaces are available in oak veneer, HPL or glass.

5092
Aluminium table legs. Table top 
surface HPL, oak veneer or satined 
glass top (ESG)

5091
Aluminium table legs. Table top 
 surface HPL, oak veneer or satined 
glass top (ESG). Optional: different 
table heights

Side and lounge furniture . havana

havana 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



6051

5092/0
60 × 60 cm

5091/0
120 × 60 cm

6051/0
60 × 60 cm

6051/0
120 × 60 cm

106 . 107

Stable with compelling value for money.
 
This coffee table is available in two shapes: square or 
 rectangular. It is robust and offers excellent value for 
 money. The table top is available with a surface of easy-
care HPL or, optionally, beech veneer.

6051
Round tube steel frame, chromed, tab-
le top surface HPL or beech  
veneer. Various optional edges, table 
top or edge stained, frame powder-
coated, and further options

Side and lounge furniture . 6051

6051 
Design: Brunner Design Team
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meet 5181/0 . 5141/A . 5142/A

5181

Side and lounge furniture . meet

meet 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



5181/0
60 × 60 cm

5181/0
120 × 60 cm

108 . 109

The compact series which makes  
a colourful and formal statement.
 
Timelessly beautiful: the side tables of the meet series. 
With their flared table legs made of chromed round steel 
tube, they make an interesting statement in any architec-
tural environment – no matter whether rectangular or 
square.

5181
Round steel tube, chromed,  
table top surface HPL, beech 
veneer or acrylic glass satined 
white. Table top or edge 
optionally stained

Side and lounge furniture . meet
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milanolounge 5291/0 . 5241/A . 5242/A

5291 5292

Side and lounge furniture . milanolounge

milanolounge 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



5292/0

110 . 111

Representative and inviting –  
with milanolounge the first impression 
is right. 
 
For clear lines, particularly in reception areas:  
the milanolounge coffee and side tables attract attention  
yet remain cool and relaxed. A light design, perfect for 
bright modern architecture. In two sizes with different 
table heights.

Side and lounge furniture . milanolounge
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5292/0
50 × 50 cm, height 48 cm

5291/0
114 × 57 cm, height 39,5 cm

5291 . 5292
Round steel tube, chromed,  
table top surface oak veneer,  
beech veneer or HPL, metal 
gliders. Various optional edges, 
table top or edge stained, frame 
coated



PL071 PL072

PL071 . PL072 . PL060 . PL510 . PL520

plot 
Design: osko+deichmann

Side and lounge furniture . plot

•	 	The	ideal	companion	for	 
loungescape plot

•	 	Practical	helper	during	informal	
meetings or relaxed work

•	 	Mobile,	flexible	deployment

•	 	Lightweight,	compact	handling

•	 	High-quality	materials

Content



PL071 PL072

112 . 113Side and lounge furniture . plot

Plenty of Rope for Combinations.
 
Notebooks, magazines or a cup of coffee – everything  
finds its place on the varnished MDF table tops with their 
rounded edges matching plot. The tablet table even offers  
two levels, accommodating tablets at the correct reading 
angle. Grey steel base plates with anti-scratch coating  
assure a secure stand for the new tables. Thanks to glides,  
the tables can easily be moved across the room to wherever 
they are needed.

Side table PL071/0
Base plate and diagonal braces 
with metal-effect anthracite 
coating, white HPL table top,  
ABS edge, thickness 16mm, 
rounded corners, felt gliders

Tray table PL072/0
Base plate with metal-effect 
anthracite coating, round steel 
tube column, chromed, 2-level 
table top, lower level including 
depression for placing a tablet PC, 
MDF trays, white lacquer finish, 
teflon plastic gliders
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PL071/0
55 × 55 cm

PL072/0
44 × 40 cm (lower table top)
32 × 44 cm (upper table top)



torino 9454 . torino 9499 . first class 4502/A

9454 9499 9498

Side and lounge furniture . torino

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

torino 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Content



9499 9498/0 9454

114 . 115

Flexible and intelligent – the ideal  
accessory for events.
 
The practical torino side furniture has proven its worth at 
seminars and events: thus a screen, projector or printer, 
for example, can be  accommodated on the serving cart. 
The lectern has a detachable  document filing cabinet. 
And drinks, snacks and working materials can be proper-
ly stored on the torino side cart.

Lectern, tea-cart and side-trolley
Round steel tube, chromed,  
HPL tablets and panels, white edges, 
side and serving cart with lockable 
casters, lectern with gliders, chromed, 
detachable document filing cabinet.

Depending on function,  
the serving or side cart is fitted with 
casters or gliders.

The lectern features a document 
filing cabinet which can be 
removed as required. Electrifica-
tion can be factory fitted.

Side and lounge furniture . torino
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9454 9454   with detachable inclined document filing cabinet
72 × 49 × 118,5 cm 9454   without document filing cabinet

9498 9498/0   2 tablets / all sides open
45 × 45 × 74 cm 9498/1   2 tablets / 1 side closed
 9498/2   2 tablets / 1 side and back side closed
 9498/3   2 tablets / 3 sides closed

9499 9499   2 tablets / panel
45 × 45 × 79 cm



Content



116 . 117

Wooden tables 
Central column tables 

4-legged tables 
Side and lounge furniture 
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buena nova 373/0 . 326/AB . 326/B

373 371

Wooden tables . buena nova

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

buena nova 
Design: Brunner Design Team

Content



371/0 . 336/AB 

373/0 

371/0 . 373/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 | 90 × 90 cm

371/0 . 373/0
80 × 60 cm 
120 × 60 cm  
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 70 | 80 cm 
120 | 130 | 140 × 90 cm 

118 . 119

Linear and functional –  
the elegant solid wood series.
 
Minimalist and perfectly attuned to the series: in their  
reduced formal language, the solid beech tables are  
an ideal complement. There are two variations to choose 
from. The intelligent design not only looks particularly  
good, it also accommodates wheelchairs. The table legs 
 tapered on one side emphasise the restrained, light 
design. The beech veneer, HPL or melamine table top is 
robust and easy to clean.

373 with snag-traverse
Solid beech wood frame,  
clear lacquered finish, fixation 
with galvanised finger-joint snag 
traverse, plastic gliders. Table top 
surface HPL, melamine or beech 
veneer. Various optional edges, 
frame, table top or edge stained, 
and further options

371 without traverse
Solid beech wood frame,  
clear lacquered finish, fixation 
with four fixing plates, plastic 
gliders. Table top surface HPL, 
melamine or beech veneer. 
Various optional edges, frame, 
table top or edge stained, and 
further options

Wooden tables . buena nova
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clear 3271/0 

3271

Wooden tables . clear

clear  
Design: Martin Ballendat

Content



3271/0 

3271/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 | 90 × 90 cm

3271/0
80 × 60 cm 
120 × 60 cm  
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 70 | 80 cm 
120 | 130 | 140 × 90 cm 

120 . 121

Clear and purist design –  
reduced form is programmatic.
 
clear combines natural wood with a reduced formal language. 
In this way the series creates a warm atmosphere and plenty 
of latitude for design. The 4-legged table with its solid wood 
frame can be supplied with a choice of table tops with a wood 
veneer surface or easy-care HPL. This makes these tables  
a perfect fit for cafeterias, company restaurants and upscale 
gastronomy.

3271 . without traverse
Solid beech wood frame,  
clear lacquered finish, fixation with  
four fixing plates, plastic gliders.  
Table top surface HPL or beech  
veneer. Various optional edges,  
frame, table top or edge stained,  
and further options

Harmoniously 
coordinated or with 
interesting contrasts: 
clear always looks good.

Wooden tables . clear
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6871

fina club 6871/0 . fina wood 6822/A

fina club 
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Wooden tables . fina club

Content



6871/0
80 × 80 | 90 × 90 | 100 × 100 cm

6871/0
160 × 80 | 180 × 90 | 200 × 100 cm

6871/1
ø 120 | 140 cm

6871/0
80 × 80 | 90 × 90 | 100 × 100 cm

6871/8
160 × 80 | 180 × 90 | 200 × 100 cm

122 . 123Wooden tables . fina club

Characteristic unique feature of this 
table is the specially rounded table  
top edge made of bevelled MDF –  
the fina club edge. It brings about  
this unmistakable lightness of the  
table tops which – depending on the 
application purpose – are available  
in different formats and sizes.

A Truly Noble Piece.
 
The premium design quality is obvious even at first 
glance. This wooden table excites right away by its shape, 
material and workmanship. The strikingly oblique  
angle of its legs and their slightly conical profile with the 
pronounced outward curvature clearly show the design  
affinity with seating furniture of the fina wood and fina 
club series. The apparent contrast between the stable  
legs and the delicate table top edges deliberately create an 
unusually exciting look. As well as unexpected stability –  
for table top and legs are firmly connected by a special 
metal bracket.

Upon request, the table tops get treated with a special 
nano-technology finish, resulting in an extravagant, matte 
lacquer look. On top of this, such a surface is a guarantor 
of longevity – even when subjected to intense wear and 
tear. For it is not only resistant to abrasion and light, but 
also water repellent and easy to clean.
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6871
Solid oak wood table legs, stained 
according to oak standard range,  
matt lacquer finish, special inserted 
table top steel fittings, attached with 
screws, circumferentially bevelled  
FCK edge, lacquered to match the 
table top. Table top surface HPL,  
oak wood veneer or Nano Tec Brunner 
(NTB) decor. Optional: beech wood 
frame and felt gliders



hoc 9177 . 9101

9177 9171 9181

Wooden tables . hoc

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

hoc 
Design: jehs+laub

Bar stool: licenced by Davis Furniture USA

Content



hoc 9171 . 9143

124 . 125

Clear design, reduced to the essentials.
 
Looking all of a piece – that’s hoc. The tables are ma-
nufactured from three-dimensionally shaped laminated 
wood parts. For the top layer,  there is a choice of oak 
veneer or white HPL. hoc is available in two heights. The 
taller version features a noble looking chromed footrest, 
just like the matching bar stool, highlighting the purist 
design of this series.

Wooden tables . hoc

9177
Moulded beech plywood side 
panel, block board table top, 
matching multiplex edge with 
white HPL coating, edge clear 
lacquered finish, steel tube 
reinforcement brace, powder-
coated, rectangular tube footrest, 
chromed, plastic gliders. Optional: 
oak veneer, stained according to 
oak standard range, matt 
lacquered finish

9171
Moulded beech plywood side 
panel, block board table top, 
matching multiplex edge  
with white HPL coating, edge 
clear lacquered finish, steel tube 
reinforcement brace, powder-
coated, plastic gliders. Optional: 
oak veneer, stained according to 
oak standard range, matt 
lacquered finish
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9181
Three table leg braces made  
of shaped beech plywood and  
a block board table top with 
matching multiplex edge, white 
HPL coating, edge clear lacquered 
finish, rectangular tube cross 
brace, chromed, plastic gliders. 
Optional: oak veneer, stained 
according to oak standard range, 
matt lacquered finish and felt 
giders

9177 
140 × 70 cm 
200 × 70 cm

9171 
135 × 80 cm 
195 × 80 cm

9181 
Side length 110 cm



hoc 9181/3 . 9101 . hoc lounge 9146 

Open to all Sides.
 
This particularly slender table from the hoc family is the place 
to meet in discerning cafeterias or bistros, or to hold a quick 
meeting in the office. Thanks to its triangular shape, it can be 
used equally well from all sides and can be combined to form 
organic table formations. These single leg tables have either 
HPL or oak surfaces.

The hoc bar stools are a harmonious 
match for the table, both in terms  
of form and function. From all sides, 
the chromed steel foot ring offers an 
optimal place to rest one’s feet.

Delicate, yet sturdy: a specifically 
developed connection bracket 
integrated into the foot ring provides 
the table with a high degree of 
stability.

Wooden tables . hoc

Content
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1971

Wooden tables . 1900

Stable and beautifully shaped,  
with innovative  laminated wood  
technology.
 
The stable 4-legged table is available in two variations 
with different heights and table top sizes. Table and chairs 
form a discerning quality programme for social facilities 
or public rooms.

1971/0 featuring reduced height . opus 646/A

1900  
Design: Brunner Design Team

Content



1971/0 . opus 628/AB

1971/0
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm 

1971/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 70 | 80 cm

1971/1
ø 70 | 80 | 100 | 120 cm

1971/2
140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° | 160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

1971/5
ø 140 | 160 cm

128 . 129Wooden tables . 1900

1971 
Laminated beech wood frame, 
rectangular profile, clear lacquered 
finish, plastic gliders. Table top surface 
HPL or beech veneer. Various optional 
edges, frame, table top or edge 
stained, reduced height and further 
options
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range 971/0 . 938/ABK

981/0

971 981

Wooden tables . range

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

range  
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

Content



 
971

971/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 | 90 × 90 cm

971/0
80 × 60 cm 
120 × 60 cm  
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 70 | 80 cm 
120 | 130 | 140 × 90 cm 

981/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

981/0
80 × 60 cm 
120 × 60 cm

130 . 131

Functionality looking good.
 
The solid wood series proves compelling through its 
high-quality workmanship and representative formal 
language. With its numerous variations, range meets  
a great variety of demands. Also available as a side table, 
comfortably accommodating a wheelchair.

971 . 981 without traverse
Solid beech wood frame, clear 
lacquered finish, fixation with four 
fixing plates, plastic gliders. Table 
top surface HPL or beech veneer. 
Various optional edges, frame, 
table top or edge stained, and 
further options

Wooden tables . range
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sonato 8571/0 . 8522/AB

8570 8571 8560 8562 8580

Wooden tables . sonato

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

sonato 
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer

Content



8560/1

8580/0

8571/0

8570/0

8560/0 . 8562/0 
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm  
8580/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 | 100 × 100 cm 
8571/0 
80 × 80 | 100 × 100 cm

8570/0 . 8571/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 70 | 80 cm

8560/1
ø 60 | 70 | 80 cm
8580/1
ø 70 | 80 | 90 | 100 | 120 | 130 cm

132 . 133

The product family which proves  
compelling through its minimalist  
formal language and simple handling. 
 
The tables of this product family prove compelling 
through their linear and delicate design. With functio-
nality firmly in mind, strict formal design elements are 
combined with soft rounded shapes. The series thus gets 
an elegant look and feel, ensuring pleasant handling. 
Modern laminated wood technology makes sonato very 
stable, while creating a delicate appearance

8560 . 8562
Laminated beech wood central 
 column, clear lacquered finish, 
round or square steel base plate, 
coated in anthracite-metallic. Table 
top surface HPL or beech veneer. 
Optional:  various optional edges, 
stained frame, table top or edge, 
lower height

8570 . 8580
Laminated beech wood frame,  
clear lacquered finish, table top 
 surface HPL or beech veneer. 
 Optional:  various optional edges, 
stained frame, table top or edge, 
lower height

8571
Laminated beech wood frame, 
rectangular profile, clear lacquered 
finish, table top surface HPL or beech 
veneer. Plastic gliders. Optional: 
various optional edges, stained 
frame, table top or edge

Wooden tables . sonato
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taceo 8371/0 . 8322/A

8371 8378 8381

Wooden tables . taceo

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

taceo 
Design: Martin Ballendat

Content



taceo 8381/1 . 8339/AN

8371/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 | 90 × 90 cm  
8378/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

8371/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 70 | 80 cm
120 | 130 | 140 × 90 cm

8378/1
ø 70 | 80 | 90 | 100 cm
8381/1
ø 70 cm

134 . 135

Ergonomic and classy design –  
taceo perfectly combines function  
with comfort.
 
This laminated wood series proves compelling thanks to its 
warm and friendly look and feel. A particular characteristic  
of the 4-legged tables: the radially arranged table legs.  
Intelligent: a shapely bracket inserted in the table top does 
away with braces. This means that the tables can also  
accommodate a wheelchair. The table top is available in  
a choice of high-quality beech or walnut veneer or robust 
HPL. Combined, these versions also make for beautiful 
contrasts.

8371 . 8378 . 8381  
Laminated beech wood frame, clear 
lacquered finish or stained, table top 
HPL or beech veneer with clear 
lacquered finish or stained, or walnut 
veneer, matt lacquered finish

Wooden tables . taceo
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window 3481/0 . 3441/A . 3442/A

3460 3471 3481

Wooden tables . window

please also refer to 
the respective brochure

window 
Design: Martin Ballendat

Content



3471/03460/0

3460/0 
80 × 80 cm 
3471/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

3471/0
140 × 70 cm
120 | 140 | 160 × 80 cm
3481/0
94 × 64 × 59 cm

136 . 137

The modern and easy-to-care  
moulded wood series for high  
standards.
 
As four-legged model or with a central column – the 
tables of the window family prove compelling thanks to 
their modern and light shape. The light laminated beech 
wood has a warm and friendly effect. The HPL table top 
surface is particularly easy to clean. Lounges, dining 
rooms, seminar and lecture rooms can be furnished in an 
inviting and warm way with these tables. They can even 
easily accommodate a wheelchair.

3460
Central column table
Solid wood frame, clear lacquered 
finish, square sheet steel plate finished 
in anthracite-metallic, table top finish 
HPL or beech veneer. Frame, table top 
or edge optionally stained

3471 . 3481
4-legged table, side table
Laminated beech wood frame,  
clear lacquered finish, plastic gliders. 
Table top finish in HPL or beech  
veneer. Optional: different edge  
versions, frame, table top or edge 
stained, different gliders

Wooden tables . window
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671/0 . 626/AB

671 1671 . 1672 1681

Wooden tables . 600 . 1600

600 . 1600  
Design: Brunner Design Team

Content



1681/01671/0 . sonus III 522/B

671/0
80 × 80 | 90 × 90 cm  
1671/0 . 1672/0
70 × 70 | 80 × 80 | 90 × 90 cm 
1681/0
60 × 60 | 70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm

671/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 80 cm 
1671/0 . 1672/0
120 | 130 | 140 | 150 | 160 × 70 | 80 cm 
1671/0
140 × 90 cm
1681/0
120 × 60 cm

671/1 . 1671/1
ø 100 | 120 cm

671/2
160 × 80 × 80 cm 60° 
1671/2
140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° | 160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

1671/5
ø 140 | 160 cm

138 . 139

671 
Laminated beech wood frame, 
 rectangular profile, tapered, clear 
lacquered finish, plastic gliders. Table 
top surface HPL or beech veneer. 
Various optional edges, frame, table 
top or edge stained, and various glider 
options

1671 . 1672 
Laminated beech wood frame, 
rectangular profile, clear lacquered 
finish, plastic gliders. Table top surface 
HPL or beech veneer. Various optional 
edges, frame, table top or edge 
stained, and further options.
1671 may be ordered featuring a 
reduced height

1681
Laminated beech wood frame, 
rectangular profile, clear lacquered 
finish, plastic gliders. Table top surface 
HPL, melamine or beech veneer. 
Various optional edges, frame, table 
top or edge stained, and further 
options

Wooden tables . 600 . 1600

The stable all-rounder offering good 
value for money.
 
The laminated beech wood frame gives the tables a warm 
and friendly look and feel. The table top surface made  
of HPL or melamine is easy to clean and robust. The 1600 
basic version proves compelling above all because of its 
optimal value for money. 
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Electrification 
General electrification possibilities 

Cable management
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Electrification . General electrification options

Covers 
suitable for Brunner metal boxes E1001, E1002, E1005, E1006 for models torino, state, spira

E1080
Cover as table duct with 
push-to-open mechanism 
incl. cut-out in the table top 
without box or plugs for  
media integration 
opening angle 80°

E1081
Cover for electrification as table 
duct top as table top 
surface as table top with pull 
mechanism, manual handling 
incl. cut-out in the table top 
without box or plugs for media 
integration 
opening angle 180° 
table top: HPL or veneer

E1082
Cover for electrification 
as table duct 
surface as table top  
with lift-fitting, with gas 
pressure spring  
incl. cut-out in the table top  
without box or plugs for  
media integration 
opening angle 85° 
table top: HPL or veneer

General electrification options

Content



E3070E3081 E3080

142 . 143Electrification . General electrification options
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Covers
suitable for Brunner profile boxes E2034, E2035, E2039, E2040

E3070 
Cover for electrification, opened  
to two sides, as table top outlet,  
steel panel surface, RAL 9006F 
coating, white aluminium
frame circumferential in RAL 9006F 
coating, white aluminium, with brush 
seal including the table top cutout, 
without box and plugs for media 
integration, size: 35 × 18cm, opening 
angle 100°, table top surface: HPL or 
veneer.

E3080 
Cover for electrification, opened to 
two sides, as table top outlet, same 
surface as table top, with brush seal,
including the table top cutout, without 
box and plugs for media integration, 
size: 35 × 18cm, opening angle 100°, 
table top surface: HPL or veneer.

E3081 
Cover for electrification, opened to 
one side, as table top outlet, same 
surface as table top, with brush seal,
including the table top cutout, without 
box and plugs for media integration, 
size: 35 × 18cm, opening angle 100°, 
table top surface: HPL or veneer.



System for easy media integration
suitable for Brunner cable lids E1080, E1081, E1082

Model E1005
Power connection only
For power supply via sockets, without further connections.

Metal box with plugs for electrification
suitable for Brunner cable lids E1080–E1082
Brunner Metal Box, size: 30 × 22cm, height 8 cm,  
lacquered in aluminium colour
Prices of electrification incl. metal box.

Model E1006
Installation module without signal-control  
(1 × 230V, 2 × RJ45 [Cat. 6] 1 × VGA/Audio)
Installation module for passive system inclusion.

Electrification . General electrification options

Model E1005 for torino lectern model 9454
Power connection only
For power supply via sockets, without further connections.

Content
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E2834 Netbox Turn Comfort  
(module of 4) flush integration of the table top  
anodised aluminium, size 32 × 11 cm, 
standard configuration: 3 × 230V, 1 × 2 RJ45 (cat. 6)

E2034
profile box (module of 4) 
black plastic, dimension 278 × 62 mm 
positioned in the cable channel fina conference or fina flex
standard configuration: 3 × 230V, 1 × 2 RJ45 (cat.6)

E2035
profile box (module of 4)
black plastic, dimension 278 × 62 mm 
positioned in the cable channel fina conference or fina flex
standard configuration: 4 × 230V

E 2835 Netbox Turn Comfort  
(module of 4) flush integration of the table top
anodised aluminium, size 32 × 11 cm, 
standard configuration: 4 × 230V

E 2839 Netbox Turn Comfort  
(module of 4) flush integration of the table top
anodised aluminium, size 32 × 11 cm, 
standard configuration: 2 × 230V, 1 × 2 RJ45 (cat.6),  
1 × VGA/Audio

E2039
profile box (module of 4)
black plastic, dimension 278 × 62 mm 
positioned in the cable channel fina conference or fina flex
standard configuration: 2 × 230V, 1 × 2 RJ45 (cat. 6),  
1 × VGA/Audio

E2040
Profilbox (module of 5)
black plastic, dimension 331 × 62 mm 
positioned in the cable channel fina conference or fina flex
standard configuration: 2 × 230V, 1 × 2 RJ 45 (cat. 6),  
1 × VGA/Audio, 1 × HDMI

E 2838 Netbox Turn Comfort  
(module of 3) flush integration of the table top
anodised aluminium, size 27 × 11 cm,  
standard configuration: 1 × 230V, 1 × 2 RJ45 (cat. 6),  
1 × VGA/Audio

E 2850 Netbox Turn Comofrt (module of 5) 
flush integration of the table top
anodised aluminium, size 37 × 11 cm,  
standard configuration: 2 × 230V, 1 × 2 RJ45 (cat. 6), 
1 × VGA/Audio, 1 × HDMI

Netbox turn Comfort
The applicability of the Netbox Turn Comfort has to be  
requested per table model.  *

* This technical clarification is necessary to determine the position  
of the cut-outs in the table frame and mounting plate as well as  
to maintain the functionality (e.g. folding) and stability of the table.  
The exact positioning of the Netbox has to be determined with the  
help of dimensioned drawings.

Profile boxes
Profile box suitable for fina conference and fina flex models, suitable 
for cable covers E3070, E3080 and E3081



Cable channel

2841 
Cable channel for convenient  
fold-down, central position and 
cable routing underneath the  
table top, also appropriate for 
larger cable quantities.

E1090
Horizontal cable channel made of  
flexible mesh material for table lengths  
of up to 200cm, for routing cables  
and profile boxes.

Cable duct fina conference
Cable duct adaptable to the  
respective table format, easy fold-
down, can accommodate many 
cables, black anodised aluminium. 
The cable duct can be mounted 
without tools; retrofitting is no 
problem.

torino . E1085
Vertical cable routing, shiny chrome,  
finish clip-on guide rail attached  
to the table leg, incl. preparation of  
the table legs (to be ordered separately).

Cable routing

Content
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E1092
Cable channel, foldable to  
both sides, detachable without  
tools, aluminium, anodised black, 
suitable for use with profile boxes  
E2034, E2035, E2039 and E2040.

Intelligent accessories ensure safety 
and tidiness.
 
Modern conference technology assumes a high degree 
of electrification. In order to avoid cable chaos, which 
would spoil the visual impression and could turn into a 
safety risk, we developed the corresponding accessories 
for our tables. With cable clips and cable channels all 
cables can be cleanly and safely tucked away.

spira . 2705
Cable duct in the table column spira, 
steel base plate, coated RAL 9007F,  
with cut-out, chromed cover, chromed  
column with cut-out for cable routing,  
raised gliders for cable routing
Table height changes to 75 cm 
(available upon request).

E1091
Cable rail for table legs, vertical 
cable duct, aluminium, glossy 
chromed, magnetic attachment.
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state . 2843

Link chain cable guide

Cable clip

E 1087 
Plastic, flexible cable routing, 
larger cable quantities,  
length to be ordered as required, 
adaptable for all table formats.

2833 
Cable clip black plastic 
For cable routing below  
the table.

fina conference . E1089 
Cable clip black plastic
For tool-free assembly to  
the rectangular cross brace  
below the table top
Can take up to 4 cables.

Cable guide – intelligent, simple and 
flexible to handle. 
 
Intelligent cable management does not stop at the table 
top but also guides the cables down the table leg in  
an organised way. For this purpose there is a cable screen 
which can be simply mounted on the table leg without 
tools. In this way the cable  management can also easily 
be adapted to changing table configurations.

Content
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Clip-on guide rail for state

Cable routing

state . 2843
Clip-on guide rail for cables 
attached to the table leg, 
aluminium, anodised or shiny 
chrome finish.

2733
Vertical cable routing
Plastic silver RAL 9006.

E 1086 Fabric tube for cables 
Can also be used with other tables.

Electrification . Cable routing
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fina flex, fina conference E 1091 
Vertical cable routing 
with magnetic fixing, 
with larger cut out for routing 
more cablesn.



Content
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Accessories and equipment details 
Folding mechanisms 

Intermediate tops 
Connecting systems 

Modesty panels 
Storage and transport systems 

Surfaces 
Table top structure 

Edges
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trust

Accessories and equipment details . Folding mechanisms

Folding mechanisms

Content



get.upbasic

sleight

152 . 153

High-quality fittings, non-wearing and  
simple to operate.
 
Our high-quality and maintenance-free fittings are 
the basis for a user friendly and smoothly functioning 
folding mechanism. Even after repeated folding up and 
folding down they do not lose any of their  functionality. 
At the same time they ensure that once the tables have 
been set up, they are always stable under load. The 
special feature of sleight: the intelligent design hides its 
outstanding functionality. The folding fitting has been 
patented. With get.up the fitting was specially developed 
for 4-legged tables with horizontal strut. Cross struts are 
not necessary, giving ideal legroom at the head end. basic 
is equipped with the new STS stability system. The fold- 
ing mechanism with diagonal bar and 3-point mounting 
ensures maximum stability and sturdiness.

Accessories and equipment details . Folding mechanisms
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basic 2910 . hero 4604-61 

2001 . 2246/0 2246/2 2246/32004 . 2246/4

Individual table configurations –  
always new and always different.
 
Intermediate tops have two key benefits. Changing the 
table top can be done in a fast, simple and safe way.  
In addition, numerous table top sizes and shapes make 
it possible to assemble the optimum table configuration. 
Inserts therefore represent a cost-effective addition to  
a table system.

Accessories and equipment details . Intermediate tops

Intermediate tops

Content



70 × 70 | 80 × 80 cm 140 × 70 × 70 cm 60° | 160 × 80 × 80 cm 60°

120 | 140 | 160 | 170 × 70 | 80 cm

154 . 155Accessories and equipment details . Intermediate tops

EHV2
Keyhole insert device,  
for table tops  
with edges ABS 70, MK 70.

EHV1
Universal fitting for all table tops 
with a thickness of 30 mm.

Chord 70 | 80 cm

Chord 70 | 80 cm
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Always a good and stable connection. 
 
Connecting elements are used to connect tables in a row. 
We offer different solutions for individual requirements. 
The universal fitting TV1 for all table tops with a thick-
ness of 30 mm is particularly innovative. The connecting 
system works in a simple and safe way. The connecting 
elements can be inserted almost invisibly.

Accessories and equipment details . Table Connecting systems

TV1 universal fitting

Table Connecting systems

Content



TV1

TV3 TV3

TV4

TV6 TV7

TV3E

TV2

156 . 157Accessories and equipment details . Table Connecting systems

TV1 table connector for all table 
tops with a thickness of 30 mm 
except for trust.

TV2 table connector with locking 
bar, for models trust 2237, 2247, 
2248 and get.up 2240.

TV3 table connector for all basic 
series models consisting of a  
lug and its counterpart, mounted 
to the frame’s pivot bearing, 
mounted alternately.

TV3E table connector
for rectangular tables from the 
basic series, length 170 cm or 
longer, as well as all basic tables 
with indented frames, consisting 
of a lug and its counterpart, lug 
mounted to separate mounting 
block, mounted alternately.

TV4 table connector for models 
6051.

TV6 table connector
Plastic fastener for alternately 
connecting 4last table models.

TV7 table connector
Plastic fastener for alternately 
connecting 4less and 4sure table 
models.
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sleight 2245/0 . 2208NL . milanolight 5226

Discrete and tidy – modesty panels  
provide visual order.
 
Leg space can be discretely shielded with various modesty 
panels. Modesty panels ensure protection, discretion and 
support the  tranquility of the overall impression. We offer 
modesty panels of various  thicknesses, heights and mate-
rials. The connecting elements or fittings depend on the 
individual requirements.

Mounting fitting for panel

Assembly

Accessories and equipment details . Modesty panels

Modesty panels

Content
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Modesty panel 2207 
Panel 20 mm thick, height 40 cm, 
HPL-coated on both sides,  
ABS or BK edge.  
Optional beech veneer. Modesty 
panel suitable for basic, sleight, 
and cross 3071

Modesty panel 2205N
Panel MDF, 10 mm thick, height 
40 cm, HPL-coated on both sides, 
without additional edge band, 
edge slightly chamfered, edge 
lacquered to match surface.
Optional beech veneer. 
Modesty panel suitable for trust

Modesty panel 9409N 
Panel MDF, 10 mm thick, height 
32 cm, HPL-coated on both sides, 
without additional edge band, 
edge slightly chamfered, edge 
lacquered to match surface.
Optional beech veneer. 
Modesty panel suitable for torino

Modesty panel 2208N
10 mm MDF panel, height 40 cm,
HPL-coated on both sides, without 
additional edge bands, edge 
slightly chamfered, edge clear 
lacquered finish, screws unvisible. 
Optional beech veneer.
Modesty panel suitable for basic, 
sleight and cross 3071

Modesty panel 2208NL
10 mm MDF panel with 
perforation, height 40 cm, 
HPL-coated on both sides, without 
additional edge bands, edge 
slightly chamfered, edge clear 
lacquered finish, screws unvisible.
Optional beech veneer.
Modesty panel suitable for basic, 
sleight and cross 3071

Modesty panel 2205NL
Panel MDF, 10 mm thick, height 
40 cm, with perforation, 
HPL-coated on both sides, without 
additional edge band, edge 
slightly chamfered, edge 
lacquered to match surface.
Optional beech veneer.
Modesty panel suitable for trust

Modesty panel 9409NL
Panel MDF, 10 mm thick, height 
32 cm, with perforation, 
HPL-coated on both sides, without 
additional edge band, edge 
slightly chamfered, edge 
lacquered to match surface.
Optional beech veneer.
Modesty panel suitable for torino

Models

Accessories and equipment details . Modesty panels

Wooden panel 2901 
Both sides HPL coated, without 
additional edge band, edge 
slightly refracted, edge lacquer 
finish matching the surface, 
panel matching series 
4last/4less/4sure

Mesh panel 2902 
Flat steel tube frame, completely 
covered with mesh fabric, runner 
black, panel matching series 
4last/4less/4sure

Modesty panel 2206  
Panel MDF, 16 mm thick,  
height 40 cm, HPL-coated on both 
sides, veneer edge band 2 mm, 
 transverse edges 4 mm, top and 
bottom straight, lateral edges 
chamfered with MDF visible.
Optional beech veneer or oak 
veneer, stained, matt lacquered 
finish. Modesty panel suitable 
for state

Modesty panel 2206L 
Panel MDF, 16 mm thick, 
height 40 cm, with perforation, 
HPL-coated on both sides, veneer 
edge band 2 mm, transverse 
edges 4 mm, top and bottom 
straight, lateral edges chamfered 
with MDF visible.
Optional beech veneer or oak 
veneer, stained, matt lacquered 
finish. Modesty panel suitable 
for state
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1003PIR . pivot

Easy transport, space-saving storage.
 
Thanks to intelligent solutions, even large tables can be 
easily handled and stored to save space. Model 1003 is the 
universal table cart, for transporting and storing tables 
of up to 180 cm in length. In addition, we offer separate 
carts for special requirements: 1003RN for round tables, 
1003PIR for tables from the pivot series, e.g. in hotels. 
And for the state series, model 1003ST has been specially 
developed; just like table top trolley 1003FF and leg  
trolley 1007FF for the fina flex series.

Accessories and equipment details . Storage and transport systems

Storage and transport systems

Content



1003

1003/ST . state 1003RN

1003PI . pivot

1003/T . trust

1003FF 1007FF

160 . 161Accessories and equipment details . Storage and transport systems
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Table trollies



Beechwood stains

Real wood veneers

Accessories and equipment details . Surfaces

Surfaces
Selection 
For the complete programme, please refer to the decor card

Maple (European): 
light, friendly wood.  

Oak: 
open-pored, structured wood 
with matt surface, stained 
according to the Brunner oak 
standard range.

Walnut (American):  
luxurious surface, strong, lively 
structure, varies in structure and 
colour. All veneers are coordina-
ted with the wood of the chairs.

Find more colours in our product 
portfolio.

Beech 
is our standard material and offers 
a firm, closed surface. The wood is 
ideally suited for staining to achie-
ve individual colourings.

Find more colours in our product 
portfolio.

E1100  
Maple (European), matt lacquered finish

E3700  
Walnut (American), matt lacquered finish

E1500  
Oak, stained light, matt lacquered finish

E3600  
Oak, stained in wenge colour, matt lacquered finish

E5099  
Oak, stained black, matt lacquered finish

E5500  
Oak, stained anthracite, matt lacquered finish

B2100  
Beech, clear lacquered finish

B1100  
Maple 2, stained

B3500 
Wenge, stained

B1500 
Stained light walnut

Content
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HPL laminates

Glass

U 036 Mid grey F 37/023 Bloomed beech

R 5447 After eight maple R 4223 Lindberg oak

Toughened safety glass (ESG)

Any deviation in colour is due to the printing process

Accessories and equipment details . Surfaces

Highly compressed laminate.  
Laminates are available in  
various colours and structures. 
Particularly resistant against 
scratching and dirt.

Find more colours in our product 
portfolio.

ESG 
Satined toughened safety glass 
(ESG) is ideally suited for 
furnishing modern architecture. 
The closed surface is easy to clean 
and particularly hygienic.
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D Furnier-
Anleimer

HPL 0,8 mm

30

R2

HPL 0,8 mm
A Spanplatte/
B Spantischlerplatte

R2

2

C Eck-Aufsicht

D Furnier-Anleimer 2 x R2 R2

HPL 0,8 mm

V Buchen-
Multiplex-Furnier-
Einleimer 2 mm

30

HPL 0,8 mm

B Spantischlerplatte

Y Fase 1/1

C Eck-
Aufsicht

H Kante
gebrochen

Y Fase 1/1

G Furnier

X Buchen-
Multiplex-Furnier-
Anleimer 2 mm

30

G Furnier

B Spantischlerplatte

Y Fase 1/1

C Eck-
Aufsicht

H Kante
gebrochen

Y Fase 1/1

R6

C Eck-Aufsicht

HPL 0,8 mm

30

R9

R9

E Buche 6 mm

HPL 0,8 mm
A Spanplatte/
B Spantischlerplatte

R6

C Eck-Aufsicht

HPL 0,8 mm

40

20
20

R9

R9

E Buche 6 mm

41

HPL
0,8 mm

A Spanplatte

BK BKM MK 30 MK 40

Accessories and equipment details . Edges

Standard wood edges

Straight standard beech edge
Table top 30 mm thick with beech 
veneer edge band 30/2 mm, 
slightly rounded at the top and 
bottom, radius 2 mm 
 
Also available as BK 20

Straight beech edge in 
multiplex optic
Table top 30 mm thick, HPL: 
beech-multiplex concealed edge 
band, edge slightly refracted. 
Veneer: beech-multiplex edge 
band, edge slightly refracted

Slightly rounded standard
beech edge
Extreme shock-proof for use in 
large capacity areas. Table top  
30 mm thick with 6 mm solid wood 
edge band, slightly rounded at the 
top and bottom, radius 9 mm

Slightly rounded standard
beech edge (with reinforcement
at the edge)
Table top 20 mm thick and 40 mm 
reinforcement at the edge,  
6 mm solid beech wood edge 
band, slightly rounded at the top 
and bottom, radius 9 mm

Edges
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H Kante gebrochen

HPL 0,8 mm

30

R9

HPL 0,8 mm
B Spantischlerplatte

1

30

Q VH-Einleimer
38

10

6

6

3

28°

HPL 0,8 mm

HPL 0,8 mm
B Spantischlerplatte/
K Leichtbauplatte

C Eck-Aufsicht

Y Fas
e 2

/2

P VH-Einleimer 28/6
oben & unten gefast

Q VH-Einleimer
38/28

MK 50 MK 70 MKA SK
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Standard edges in wood

Slightly rounded standard
beech edge (with reinforcement
at the edge)
Table top 20 mm thick and 50 mm 
reinforcement at the edge, 6 mm 
solid beech wood edge band, 
slightly rounded at the top and 
bottom, radius 9 mm 
 
Also available as ABS 20

Slightly rounded standard
beech edge (with reinforcement
at the edge)
Table top 20 mm thick and 70 mm
reinforcement at the edge,  
6 mm solid beech wood edge 
band, slightly rounded at the top 
and bottom, radius 9 mm 
 
Also available as ABS 70

Beech edge slightly bevelled,
with straight face side
Ideal for linear combination of 
tables. Table top 30 mm thick, face 
side beech veneer edge band  
30/2 mm, at top and bottom radius  
2 mm, long side solid beech wood 
edge band 30/6 mm, bevelled 
downwards, rounded at the top, 
radius 9 mm

High-quality beech edge, 
bevelled downwards, face side 
straight 
Ideal for linear combination of 
tables. Table top 30 mm thick. 
HPL: face side solid beech wood 
concealed edge band 28/6 mm,  
at top and bottom chamfered, 
long side solid beech wood 
concealed edge band 28/38 mm, 
bevelled downwards.
Veneer: face side solid beech 
wood edge band 28/6 mm, at top 
and bottom chamfred, long side 
solid beech wood edge band 
28/38 mm, bevelled downwards

N.B.: Due to technical reasons, all 
veneer table tops generally have 
an edge band.

A  Chip board 
B  Block board  
C  Corner top view 
D  Edge band  
E  Beech 6 mm 
F   Solid wood concealed  

edge band
G  Veneer  
H  Edge chamfered 
I  Beech edge band  
J  Beech concealed edge band  
K  Lightweight table top  

L   Beech multiplex concealed 
edge band 

M Beech multiplex edge band 
N Face side 
O  Solid core top, black 
P   Solid wood concealed edge band 

28/6 chamfered at the top and bottom 
Q  Solid wood concealed edge band 
R  Long side solid wood edge band 6 mm  
S  Glass 
T  Acrylic glass, satined 
U  Device for fixing plate  
V  Beech multiplex veneer concealed edge band 
X  Beech multiplex veneer edge band 
Y  Chamfer 
Z  Multiplex
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30

HPL 0,8 mm R3

R1

PVC schwarz
12 mm

HPL 0,8 mm
A Leichtbau-/
B Spantischlerplatte 

R2

C Eck-Aufsicht

ABS 2 mm

APK

R2

C Eck-Aufsicht

HPL 0,8 mm

30

R3

R3

2 mm ABS

HPL 0,8 mm
A Spanplatte/
B Spantischlerplatte

R2

C Eck-Aufsicht

A Spanplatte/
B Spantischlerplatte

2 mm ABS
HPL 0,8 mm

20

R3

R3

HPL
0,8 mm

40

20

41

29
,5

HPL 0,8 mm

HPL 0,8 mm
MDF

R3
10

C Eck-Aufsicht

H Kante gebrochen

4-seitig 
abgeschrägt

H Kante  
gebrochen
D Furnier-
Anleimer

71
16°

68

29

G Furnier

G Furnier
MDF

R3
10

C Eck-Aufsicht

H Kante gebrochen

4-seitig 
abgeschrägt

H Kante  
gebrochen
D Furnier-
Anleimer

69
16°

66

29
,5

HPL 0,8 mm

HPL 0,8 mm
MDF

R3
10

C Eck-Aufsicht

H Kante gebrochen

4-seitig 
abgeschrägt

H Kante  
gebrochen
D Furnier-
Anleimer

71
16°

68

29

G Furnier

G Furnier
MDF

R3
10

C Eck-Aufsicht

H Kante gebrochen

4-seitig 
abgeschrägt

H Kante  
gebrochen
D Furnier-
Anleimer

69
16°

66
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Edges for special models

Standard edge made of impact
resistant plastic (ABS)
Extremely robust edge finish for 
heavy duty as in large capacity 
areas. Table top 30 mm thick,  
2 mm ABS edge band, slightly 
rounded at the top and bottom, 
radius 3 mm
 
Also available as ABS 20

As ABS 30 but with  
reinforcement at the edge
Table top 20 mm thick and 40 mm 
reinforcement ath the edge, 2 mm 
ABS edge band, slightly rounded at 
the top and bottom, radius 3 mm
 
Also available as ABS 70

Durable Air-Protection edge
Internal air chamber, elastic 
plastic (free of formaldehyd and 
completely recyclable), impact 
resistant, scratch resistant, 
appealing design

Standard edges in plastic

High-quality, circumferentially 
bevelled edge
Table top 30 mm thick, made of 
MDF, bevelled downwards by 16° 
of all 4 sides on a width of 69 mm, 
the remaining edge of 10 mm has 
on all sides a Beech/oak or walnut 
edge band

APKABS 30 ABS 40 CRK

Content



C Eck-Aufsicht

HPL 0,8 mm

F Massivholz-
Einleimer 6 mm15

Y Fas
e 1

/1

Y Fase 1/1

HPL 0,8 mm
A Spanplatte

C Eck-Aufsicht

Y Fase 1/1

Y Fase 1/1

Dekor-Druck
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15

Dekor-Druck

Y Fase 1/1

30

HPL 0,8 mm Y Fas
e 1
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MDF

13

75
12° C Eck-

Aufsicht

30

D Furnier-
Anleimer
2 mm

G Furnier Y Fas
e 1

/1

G Furnier
MDF

13

75
12° C Eck-

Aufsicht
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Edges for special models

Table top 15 mm thin with 
beech edge
Filigree table top 15 mm thick, 
edge slightly refracted, chamfer 
1/1. HPL: solid beech wood 
concealed edge band. Veneer: 
solid beech wood edge band

High-quality bevelled edge, 
filigree side view, MDF table top
For high quality conference 
rooms. Table top 30 mm thick, 
made of MDF, bevelled by 12° at 
the bottom of all 4 sides on a 
width of 75 mm, the remaining 
edge of 13 mm has on all 4 sides 
an edge band

Recommended for the use in
conference areas
Lightweight table top 32 mm (with 
4 mm chipboard cover per side) 
HPL: veneer concealed edge band 
2 mm thick, both sides laminated 
in HPL. Veneer: veneer edge band 
2 mm thick, both sides laminated 
in veneer as per choice. Edge 
chamfered 1 ×1 mm, corners 
chamfered 1 × 1 mm, cut-out 
underneath the top for table legs

Laminated board 
only available in pastel grey, 
13mm thick, UV- and weather-
resistant, black core, chamfered 
edge

MKB Trespa boardMEM state
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C Eck-Aufsicht

R70

D Furnier-
Anleimer

HPL 0,8 mm

30

R3

HPL 0,8 mm
A Spanplatte/
B Spantischlerplatte

R3

2

I Anleimer
Buche

30

G Furnier

G Furnier
B Spantischlerplatte

11

C Eck-
Aufsicht

HPL 0,8 mm

J Einleimer
Buche

30

HPL 0,8 mm
B Spantischlerplatte

C Eck-
Aufsicht

H Kante gebrochen

H Kante gebrochen

R5

C Eck-Aufsicht

20°

Y Fas
e 1

/1

HPL 0,8 mm

16
,5

HPL 0,8 mm
Z Multiplex

8

23

C Eck-Aufsicht

Y Fase 1,5/1,5

Y Fase 1,5/1,5S Glas

12

Y Fase 1,5/1,5
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Edges for special models

Table top completely in 
multiplex, high-quality,  
filigree impression
goes perfectly with chairs 
laminated in HPL. Table top 15 mm 
beech multiplex, (with screw- 
down plate multiplex 300 × 300 ×
12 mm). Table top in HPL or beech 
veneer, without any additional 
edge band, edge bevelled 
downwards, corner radius 5 mm 
(square tops), clear lacquered

Straight beech edge with 
rounded corners  
Table top 30 mm thick, corner 
radius 70 mm. HPL: beech veneer 
edge band, at top and bottom 
radius 3 mm, corner radius 70 mm. 
Veneer: beech veneer edge band 
30/2 mm, slightly rounded at top 
and bottom radius 3 mm

Beech edge, bevelled 
downwards at all sides  
Table top 30 mm thick, HPL:  
solid beech wood concealed edge 
band 28/11 mm mitred, bevelled 
downwards. Veneer: solid beech 
wood edge band 30/11 mm 
mitred, bevelled downwards 

Safety glass  
Toughened glass, satined at one 
side, 12 mm thick. Polished edges, 
slightly rounded at the corners 
(radius approx. 3 mm), edge 
slightly refracted, chamfer 1,5/1,5

ESGSKM BKR MKE
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Pappelsperrholz

HPL

HPL

ABS 2 mm16

R3

R3

C Eck-Aufsicht

R30

D Furnier-
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HPL 0,8 mmm
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R3

HPL 0,8 mm
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R25

PVC
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Edges for special models

Very light, thin table top with  
a thickness of 16 mm of poplar 
plywood
With HPL on both sides or veneer, 
veneer edge band 2 mm, clear 
lacquered or ABS edge, 2 mm 
according to standard range

KS bevelled edge – rubber 
profile, black, for heavy-duty 
usage
Table top 30 mm, supporting 
material MDF. Edge on all 4 sides 
on a width of 31 mm bevelled to 
28°, remaining edge of 13 mm 
with rubber edge profile black.
Edge radius R25 mm

Acrylic glass, satined
Synthetic top made of acrylic 
glass, 15 mm thick, polar white 
satined. Edges polished, corners 
rounded with radius 30 mm, edge 
slightly refracted, chamfer 2/2

Poplar plywood

Blockboard top, 28 mm thick
With HPL on both sides 0,8 mm,
beech veneer edge band 2 mm, 
slightly rounded at the top and 
bottom, radius 3 mm, with  
additional edge protecting profile
in 14/093 black, corner radius  
30 mm

Block board

KS BKPAcrylic slimlight
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Plastic edge with rounded 
corners matching frame of table 
series 4 
Extremely robust edge finish of 
impact-resistant 1mm thick plastic 
in black or white, table top with 
HPL and rounded corners R 20

Plastic edge with rounded 
corners matching frame of table 
series 4 
Extremely robust edge finish of 
impact-resistant 1mm thick plastic 
in black or white, table top with 
HPL and rounded corners R 20

Also available as ABS 30 flow

Veneer edge with rounded 
corners matching frame of table 
series 4 
Edge finish with a 1mm thick 
veneer edge band, table top with 
veneer surface and rounded 
corners R 20 

Also available as BK 30 flow

High-quality, circumferentially
bevelled edge with lightweight 
top 
High-quality table top, 30mm 
thick, leightweight with HPL and 
bevelled CRKL edge, with a 
concealed edge band of MDF 
material on the bottom side, 
depending on table model on the 
long sides, one short side or 
circumferential, bevelled to 10 mm.  
Alternatively with veneer surface

Accessories and equipment details . Edges

Edges for special models

CRKLABS 15 flow ABS 20 flow BK 20 flow

Content
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High-quality, circumferentially
bevelled edge with rounded 
corners 
High-quality table top with 
rounded corners R 30, table top 
30 mm in MDF, with HPL, with a  
1 mm thick veneer edge band,
75 mm circumferential, bevelled 
to a thickness of 10 mm. Or with 
veneer surface 

Circumferentially bevelled edge 
Table top in 20 mm MDF in diffe- 
rent sizes and shapes, laminated 
with HPL, on the bottom side  
35 mm circumferential beveled to 
8 mm. Or alternatively with 
veneer surface and veneer edge

Accessories and equipment details . Edges

Edges for special models

FCK BKSJLK
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High-quality, circumferentially 
bevelled edge 
Table top in 19 mm MDF, 
laminated with HPL, beech veneer 
edge band 2 mm, slightly 
rounded at the top R 3 mm,  
8,5 mm straight, then bevelled 
downwards on 4 sides.  
Alternatively also with oak veneer 
and oak veneer edge band 
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Notes 

See the current price list for details, prices and terms of business.  
We reserve the right for technical changes, errors and colour variations. 
Some of the models depicted are special versions that are subject to 
additional costs.

Wood is a natural product. For our furniture series, we exclusively  
use high-quality beech wood from sustainable forestry sources.   
Despite careful selection of the wood, there may be variations in colour. 
 Differences in colour and structure do not constitute a reason for 
 complaint but are rather a manifestation of the individual character of 
wooden furniture. For the real wood table tops of beech veneer tables, 
so-called sliced veneers are used that are generally of a slightly different 
colour than solid wood, which is used for the table legs. We therefore 
recommend stained table tops, edges and legs.
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